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PREFACE
In addition to administering several statewide post-secondary
education activities, the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating
Commission was charged by the 1965 Legislature with responsibility
to "continuously study and analyze all phases and aspects of higher
education, both public and private, and develop necessary plans and
programs to meet present and future needs of the people of the state
in respect thereto," and "continuously engage in long-range planning
of the needs of higher education and, if necessary, cooperatively engage in such planning with neighboring states and agencies of the
federal government" (Minnesota Statutes 136A). In keeping with this
legislative charge, the Commission views planning as a continuous
process which must be based upon a comprehensive program of research. The Commission also recognizes the need for planning to be
conducted in the context of an explicit philosophy.

Proposal for Progress reflects these views of planning. It is designed to provide the foundation for continuous planning rather than
to provide final solutions to all problems; it is consistent with an explicit philosophical statement as presented in A Philosophy for Minnesota Higher Education, published by the Commission in March
of 1968; and it is based upon research emanating from a comprehensive data system established by the Commission during the past
two years.
While this report does contain some definitive recommendations
on specific problems, these are somewhat ancillary to the primary
purposes of projecting future needs, assessing the current status of postsecondary education in Minnesota, clarifying the role of each of the
several components in the total pattern of post-secondary education,
recommending basic state policies for post-secondary education, identifying some areas which need to be. ._given special attention, and
pointing general directions for post-secondary education. As the
foundation for continuous planning, the report can provide a useful
framework for future decision-making.

Proposal for Progress is a summary document which is not intended to report all of the thinking and discussion which went into
its preparation, nor the alternative recommendations which were considered. Moreover, no attempt has been made to report all of the
data and findings of the research effort which has provided the basis
for the report.
Many of the research findings of the Commission are reported in
a series of planning documents which are supplementary to Proposal
for Progress and which provide considerably more detailed information. Two planning reports in addition to A Phflosophy for Minnesota
Htgher Education were published prior to this report. Planning Reiii

.. -

port 2: Population and Student Enrollments in Minnesota Higher
Education, which was published in September, presents an assessment
of population and enrollment trends and projection of emollments
through the year 2000. Planning Report 3: Student Enrollments in
Minnesota Higher Education, which was published in October, contains detailed analyses of 1967-1968 enrollments, origin of students
by residence, and migration of students to and from Minnesota.

Two additional planning reports are being published concurrently with Proposal for Progress. Planning Report 4: Professumal Personnel in Minnesota Higher Education contains information on the
numbers, functions, characteristics, assignments and salaries of faculty
and administrative personnel. Planning Report 5: Current Operating
Revenues and Expenditures in Minnesota Higher Education presents
an analysis of the finances of current operations.
Planning reports which present research findings in at least two
additional areas will be prepared for pnblication soon. One will present an analysis of physical facilities and space utilization in public
and private institutions and another will be concerned with program
offerings.
It should be noted that the Commission considers its charge to
include all public and private post-secondary education, including
vocational and technical schools. The terms "post-secondary education", and "higher education" are used interchangeably with no distinction between the two intended. The terms "college" and "university" are not intended to include vocational education which is offered
by other than degree granting institutions.
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Preparation of this document and the several related planning
reports would not have been possible without the excellent cooperation of officers of Minnesota's public and private institutions who
supplied data for the Commission's research program.
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MAJOR FEATURES OF THE PROPOSAL
The content of Proposal for Progress, which itseH is a summary
report, cannot be readily condensed. The reader who has more than
a passing interest in the future of Minnesota post-secondary education is urged to read the entire report which has been intentionally
kept brief. Major features of the proposal are presented in outline
form below for the convenience of the reader who wishes an overview of the report.
I. Future social and economic progress of Minnesota and its residents will depend heavily upon the extent to which the expanding
needs of both the State and the individual for post-secondary education are fulfilled.
A. Meeting the expanding needs will require accommodating
90,000 more post-secondary students by 1980 than were accommodated in 1968-1969, an increase of 62 per cent. Enrollments
will reach 271,400 by the year 2000.
B. Largest numerical enrollment increase will occur in the first
two years after high school, but the greatest rate of increase will
occur at the post-baccalaureate degree level.
II. Minnesota institutions should continue to accommodate a high
percentage of all Minnesota residents who pursue post-secondary
education as well as a rea.;onable number of students from other
states.
A. Future policies on admission of out-of-state students should
be designed to maintain balance between the number of Minnesota residents who attend post-secondary institutions in other
states and the number of students from other states who are educated in Minnesota.
B. In admitting out-of-state students, first priority should be
given to students covered by reciprocity agreements. In admitting
students which are not covered by reciprocity agreements, preference should he given to graduate students.
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III. Post-secondary education opportunities should be made more
readily available and accessible to Minnesota residents.
A. It should be the policy of the State to make state-supported
instructional programs in all areas of study and at all levels of
instruction as geographically accessible to all residents of Minnesota as is consistent with ( 1) maintenance of high quality, (2)
economy of effort, and ( 3) the judicious use of resources to meet
total needs for post-secondary education.
B. The following general guidelines on establishing and supportvi
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ing new post-secondary institutions should become the policy of
the State:
1. A public post-secondary institution should be located
within 35 miles of every Minnesota community with a population of 5,000 or more.
2. A public institution which offers the first two years of collegiate studies leading to a baccalaureate degree should be
located within 20 miles of every Minnesota community with
a population of 10,000 or more.
3. When the peculiar characteristics of an area clearly indicate the desirability of establishing and supporting institutions in addition to those established and maintained through
implementation of guidelines 1 and 2, the determination to
establish additional institutions should be based upon the
special intensity and extent of need in the area and should be
considered in the context of the total needs of the state for
post-secondary education.

C. The 1969 Legislature should ( 1) confirm the tentative designation by the 1967 Legislature of Fairmont as the location for a
new state junior college and ( 2) de~ignate the following additi.onal
five communities (listed in alphabetical order) as locations for
new state junior colleges:
a. Alexandria
b. Cambridge
c. Hutchinson

d. NewUlm
e. Owatonna
D. The secondary program of the Southern School of Agricultur<::
should be phased out in an orderly manner and replaced with pl)stsecondary programs of study of two years or less leading to appropriate agriculturally-related degrees.
E . In order to provide for adequate analysis of the special needs
and problems associated with post-secondary education in the Twin
Cities Seven-County Metropolitan Area, the Commission requests
a special appropriation of $50,000 by the 1969 Legislature to
finance a thorough study of needs and alternative solutions for
post-secondary education in the Seven-County Metropolitan Area.

F. In order that progress not be delayed, $500,000 should be
appropriated by the 1969 Legislature to an appropriate agency
for the purpose of developing new institutions and/or expansion
of existing institutions in the Seven-County Metropolitan Area.
vii
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The agency so designated as custcxlian of the appropriation should
be empowered to make allocations from the appropriation to the
Board of Regents, the State College Board, and/or the State
Junior College Board for immediate implementation of the Commission study recommendations.
G. The policy seeking to improve the availability and accessibility
of advanced educational opportunities to Minnesota residents
through reciprocity agreements with neighboring states, as esta~
lished by the 1967 legislaturP., should be continued and extended
to include post-secondary vocational education.
IV. Barriers which deter some Minnesota residents from post-secondary education should be removed and all residents should be given
appropriate encouragement to pursue post-secondary education.
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Guidance programs should be str,engthened to provide effective counseling and information services for all secondary and postsecondary students.

A.

B. The Minnesota State Scholarship Program should be substantially expanded as rapidly as possible and sufficient funds should
be appropriated to provide financial assistance for at least 1,200
new recipients of Minnesota State Scholarships per annum during
the next biennium which, including renewals, will require an
appropriation of $2,750,000 for the biennium.
C. In order to facilitate and encourage disadvantaged students
to pursue post-secondary education, the 1969 Legislature should
establish a state program of grants to be awarded solely on the
basis of financial need to disadvantaged Minnesota youth for the
purpose of ?.ttending a public or private institution of the student's
choice; the grants program should be started with an initial appropriation of $600,000 during the next biennium.
D. Every public institution of higher education should be authorized to waive tuition for financially disadvantaged students when
the institution has available funds to cover the cost of their
instruction.
V. In all future planning and budgeting, the transmission of knowledge through teaching, the extension of knowledge through research,
and the application and diffusion of knowledge through public service
must be recognized as interrelated functions of higher education, all
three of which require effective pe;:formance for meeting the total
needs of the state post-secondary education.
VI. While Minnesota colleges and universities are generally effective
and perform especially well in terms of productivity and economy, the
need for improvement on some factors associated with quality is
evident.
viii
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A. It should be the policy of the State to provide post-secondary
education of the highest quality which is feasible and all policies,
plans, and programs should be developed and maintained accordingly.
B. In order that Minnesota may attract and retain faculties of
high quality, it should be the policy of the State to establish and
maintain faculty salaries at the levels necessary to enable all
Minnesota public institutions to rank not lower than the median
of those institutions in the upper one-half of national distributions
of the median salaries of institutions of similar type; complete implementation of this policy will require salary increases of 34 per
cent for the University of Minnesota, 32 per cent for the state colleges, and 29 per cent for the state junior colleges next year.
C. In order to provide the minimum library resources necessary
for adequate quality in public institutions, ( 1) the library of the
University of Minnesota should continue to be strengthened in
order that the greatest source of scholarly materials and recorded
knowledge in the state may be continuously improved and ( 2) a
deficiency of approximately 600,000 volumes in the state colleges
and 150,000 volumes in the state junior colleges should be corrected during the next two biennia which will require, in addition
to present expenditures for libraries, special appropriations of
$2,850,000 for each of the next two biennia to the state colleges
and of $562,500 for each of the next two biennia to the state
junior colleges.
D. All parties concerned should make conscientious efforts to
increase the percentage of faculty who hold doctorate degrees to
a percentage comparable to that in similar institutions.
E. The 1969 Legislature should proceed with funding for implementation of the recommendations of the inter-institutional television feasibility study as presented to the 1967 Legislature.
VII. The existing structure of Minnesota post-secondary education
offers many strengths and advantages which .mould not be abandoned
without more thorough assessment of all implications, but the structure
will be more effective if refined.
A. In order to provide for more effective coordination, the responsibilities of the Higher Education Coordinating Commission
should be delineated ill such a way as to focus the attention of the
Commission more directly upon those matters which determine the
direction of developments of public post-secondary education:
program planning, budgeting and new institutions.
1. The 1969 Legislature should charge the Commission with
responsibility to review and express approval or disapproval
ix

It:
upon all plans and proposals for new or additional programs to
be established in, or offered by, the University of Minnesota,
the state colleges, the state junior colleges, and public areavocational schools or centers, and periodically to review existing programs offered in or by the above institutions and to
reccmmend discontinuing or modifying any existing program
the continuation of which is judged by the Commission as not
being in the best interests of the State.
2. The ways in which and extent to which the Commission
should become involved in budget review or coordination will
be recommended to the 1971 Legislature.
3. The legislature should declare its intention that all future
proposals for establishing new public post-secondary institutions of all types be referred to the Commission for review.
B. Cooperation between st:ite junior colleges and public area
vocational-technical schools which are located in the same community should be expanded to include ( 1) joint program planning,
(2) sharing of faculty personnel, ( 3) arranging for students in one
institution to take advantage of offerings in the other institution,
( 4) joint use of auxiliary facilities, and ( 5) cooperative extracurricular programs.
C. All institutions which conduct vocational-technical programs
should follow, to the largest extent possible, a policy of qualifying
for reimbursement from federal and state funds administered by
the State Board for Vocational Education.
D. If a school board expresses the desire to merge or to combine the vocational-technical school and junior college programs
offered in a community, the local school district should discontinue
the area vocational-technical school and the junior college should
take over the program after program proposals have been submitted to and received favorable review by the Higher Education
Coordinating Commission and the Board for Vocational Education.
E. While the major effort of the state colleg1;s should continue
to be devoted to the teaching function, the proportion of effort
devoted to the functions of research and public service should
be increased.
F. Better balance in the dist.::'ibution. of students among instructional levels should be achieved both in the University of Minnesota and the state colleges, so that by 1980 distributions among
lower-division undergraduate, upper-division undergraduate, and
graduate students at the University of Minnesota are 34 per cent,
S3 per cent, and S3 per cent respectively, while the same distributions in the state colleges are 56 per cent, 82 per cent, and 12
per cent.
x
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VIII. Meeting the expanding need for post-secondary education
will require increasing the investment in post-secondary education
as well as modifying the approach to funding.
A. Since providing post-secondary education of the quality
offered in leading states depends heavily upon Minnesota's investment in post-secondary education, the amount of state support
per student, on which Minnesota ranks below average, should be
increased.
B. The governor and the legislature should give serious consideration to establishing a more sophisticated higher education
budgeting system which reflects the differential costs of instruction in the various program areas at each leve1 of instruction and
the nature of activity to be supported in the functions of research
and public service.
C.

In determining tuition and fee rates for public colleges and

universities, it should be the policy of the state to expect that

income from tuition and fees will provide approximately one-third
of the amount expended for the teaching function as represented
by direct and indirect expenditures for teaching and departmental
research.
D. In order to facilitate full utilization of state college and university resources at all times of the year, the present policy of
requiring that public colleges and universities establish tuition
rates for summer sessions that are higher than rates for other terms
should be discontinued.
E. The governing boards of all state institutions of higher education should be encouraged and given the flexibility necessary to
secure funds from federal and private sources for purposes which
are consistent with the missions of their institutions.
F. Institutional officers, as well as representatives of both the
executive and legislative branches of state government, should
continue and increase their efforts to encourage larger congressional appropriations to support higher education.

xi

THE EXPANDING NEED
Minnesota has participated fully in the nation's rapid expansion
of post-secondary education. During the past decade, post-secondary
student enrollments in Minnesota have more than doubled, reaching
a high of 144,244 (not including an additional 21,936 extension
students) in the fall of 1968.1 The marked expansion in enrollments
reHects both the rising aspirations of individuals for advanced education and the needs of an increasingly complex society for citizens who
have achieved the higher levels of preparation required for productive
contributions to social, cultural, and economic progress.
The expansion of post-secondary education in Minnesota also
reflects a strong commitment by the state to provide its residents with
opportunities for advanced education. While enrollments in private
institutions have grown substantially, an increasingly larger proportion
of post-secondary students are being accommodated in public institutions. More than three-fourths of all post-secondary enrollments in
Minnesota are in state-supported institutions.2
A fair share of the nation's post-secondary enrollments clearly is
borne by institutions in Minnesota. In the fall of 1967, the last year
for which national data were available, only 14 states reported larger
total enrollments than Minnesota.8
Expansion of the research and public service functions of Minnesota colleges and universities has been accomplished concurrently with
growth in the education of larger numbers of students. Teaching
continues to be the largest function of colleges and universities, but,
as represented by expenditures, 22.7 per cent of the effort of Minnesota
colleges and universities was devoted to extension and public service,
25.1 per cent was devoted to organized research, and 52.2 per cent
was devoted to teaching and departmental research!
With nearly one-half of total college and university effort being
devoted to research and public service activities, it is evident that
expansion of post-secondary education reflects the growing demands
1

A brief commentary and tabular summary of fall 1968 enrollments appears in Fifteenth Annual
Survey of Minnesota College and University Enrollments, a rep<rt prepared by the Higher
Education Coordinating Commission.
Two previous publications provide more detailed information on post-secondary enrollments
in Minnesota. An analysis of past enrollment trends and projections of future enrollm1>11ts ap·
pears in Planning Report 2: l'opulation and Student Enrollments fn Minnesota Higher Education. A more detailed analysis of enrollments during the 1967-68 academic year is presented
in Planning Report 3: Student Enrollments in Minnesota Higher Educatlcn.
2 Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission, Planning Report 3: Student EnroU..
ments in Minnesota Higher Education.
8IBID. It is significant to note that the proportion of the nation's college and university students in Minnesota nearly equals the proportion of the nation's population in Minnesota. In
the fall of 1967 students in Minnesota colleges and universities comprised 1.75 per cent of
the nation's cotfege and university enrollments, while Minnesota residents comprised 1.79
per cent of the nation's population.
•Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission, Planning Report 5: Current Operating Revenues and E%penditures in Minnesota Higher Education. Private institutions expended 2.4 per cent for extension and public service and 2.3 per cent for organized research,
while these percentages for public institutions were 26.0 and 28.8, respectively.
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of society for higher education to provide the new knowledge and
expert advice which is essential to social, cultural, and economic
progress, as well as for the education of a larger proportion of each
new generation.
Expanding services and activities have required larger expenditures. A total of $314,385,899 was expended by Minnesota public and
private colleges and universities for current operating costs (not
including capital expenditures) during the 1967-1968 fiscal year. An
additional $7.5 million was expended by area vocational-technical
schools in instructional costs for post-secondary education.5
The investment from all sources has had to be increased to support
larger expenditures associated w~.th rising costs and expansion of activities. Private contributions and support from foundations have grown.
The investment by the federal government has increased. State appropriations, which continue to represent the largest single source of
support for Minnesota higher education, were increased by 170 per
cent from 1960-61 to 1968-69. \Vhile lagging behind the national
average increase in state appropriations for higher education of 233
per cent during the same period, the Minnesota increase in state
support of 170 per cent reflects a serious effort to provide adequate
higher education.8
The rapid expansion of Minnesota post-secondary education has
not been easily accomplished. Increasing the magnitude of the investment in advanced education has been a difficult achievement for all
who contribute to the financing of post-secondary education, including
those who pay the taxes which provide the source~ for both state and
federal support. The capacities of some institutions have been severely
strained. Improvement in quality often has been curtailed in order to
accommodate increased quantity of service.

If the need for expansion had been fully met, all efforts could now
be directed to improving effectiveness. Such is not the case. The very
factors which fostered the need for expansion of post-secondary education during the last decade will create an even greater need for
expansion during the next decade.
The social and cultural benefits of advanced education have long
been recognized. The economic benefits of advanced education to
both the individual and the state have been well documented.1 The
future progress of Minnesota and the well-being of Minnesotans are
6

IBID.

6 IBID.

Tuition and fees represent the second largest source of support for current operating
expenses of Minnesota higher education. For Fiscal Year 1968, state appropriations provided
$78,887,837 while tuition and fees provided $55,079,848, of which $.29,571,815 was co1lected
by private institutions and $.25,508,588 by public institutions.
1see, e.g., Bowman, M. J., ''The New Economics of Education", Intematiooal Journal of Educational Sciences, 1966.J 1: 29-46. Heller, Walter W., "Men, Money, and Materials," Educational Record, XLIV (January 1963), 1.2-16. Schultz, T. W., The Economic Value of Education, New York: Columbia University Press, 1963.
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so dependent upon post-secondary education that failure to recognize
the need for continuing growth would be an error with most serious
consequences.
Meeting the needs of Minnesota and its residents will require accommodating 90,000 more post-secondary students by 1980 than were
accommodated in 1968-1969-an increase of 62 per cent. Enrollments
must nearly double by the year 2000. The number of faculty and other
professional personnel will have to be increased by at least the same
rates. Additional physical facilities, including some new campuses,
will be needed. With rising costs and a higher proportion of enrollments at the graduate level, post-secondary expenditures will have to
be doubled prior to 1980.
As dramatic as the future expansion of post-secondary education
may be, it must not be permitted to overshadow the necessary attention to the quality of educational activities. Only quality education
can provide a sound basis for future progress. The real challenge facing post-secondary education is maintaining quality while expanding
further to meet the increasing needs.
The importance of quality post-secondary education to continuing
progress in Minnesota was recognized in the general policy which the
Higher Education Coordinating Commission recommended for the
State of Minnesota in March 1968. That policy, which serves as a basis
for much of the remainder of this document, was stated as follows:
1. Because of the fundamental role of human talent in economic,
social, and cultural progress in Minnesota, the development of
human resources through advanced education is a prime matter of
public responsibility.
2. Developing Minnesota's human resources to the extent necessary to provide for satisfactory progress in the more complex and
technologically advanced society of the future will require the
reaching of new and higher levels of educational productivity,
both in terms of the numbers of people to be educated beyond the
secondary school and of the quality of education provided.
3. Teaching, research, and public service must be recognized as
three complementary but distinctive functions of higher education,
all of which are aimed at providing the foundation of knowledge
and skills in using knowledge essential to achieving economic
prosperity and a viable social order; appropriate levels of support
must be provided for each of the three basic functions.
4. Necessary improvements in educational productivity and rising
costs will require large investments, the return on which will be
highly favorable; because the need is great and the required investment is large, the continuing development of higher education
3
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must be (a) based upon careful comprehensive planning, (b) related to meaningful policies and clear objectives, and ( c) accomplished through a well-coordinated effort designed to assure
educational effectiveness and reasonable economy of effort.8
Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission, A Philosoph11 for Minnesota Hti:_het
Education. A more complete statement on the past and future relationship of post-secondary
education to social, cultUral, and economic progress in Minnesota precedes and provides the
context for the general policy statement. A discussion of fundamental principles and goals for
Minnesota higher education is presented following the statement of the basic policy. The
principles and goals supplement and clarify the general policy statement. The reader is ~ed
to review the complete text of A Phaosoph11 for Minnesota Higher Educatwn in order to
gain complete understanding of the intent of the general policy statement.
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WHO SHOULD BE EDUCATED?
About 68 per cent of the graduatf'1 of Minnesota high schools now
enter post-secondary education. While this is an exemplary record
for the state, it can be improved, and it must be improved, if the
future needs of Minnesota and its residents are to be met.
All relevant projections indicate that each new decade will bring
a society which is more technologically advanced and more socially
and economically complex. Studies of manpower needs and employment opportunities for both the state and the nation indicate that ( 1)
the occupational groups which will provide the most opportunities
for employment in the future- professional and technical workers,
clerical workers, and service workers-are among those which require
persons with advanced education; ( 2) the need for personnel in
occupational groups which previously provided opportunities for persons without post-secondary education-laborers and farm workerswill continue to decline at a significant rate; ( 3) young people are
comprising an increasingly larger proportion of the unemployed population; and ( 4) there is a positive relationship between advanced education and both annual and lifetime income.9 Clearly, the economic
advancement, as well as the cultural and social progress, of both the
individual and the state will depend upon the education of the state's
citizens beyond high school.
In earlier times, much attention was devoted to the question of
who should be educated beyond the high school. In 1968, this question
is more readily answered.

TOWARD UNIVERSAL POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION
In the planning document, titled A Philosophy for Minnesota
Higher Education, the Commission reported its conclusion that nearly
universal post-secondary education has become necessary if Minnesota
is to be assured of future prosperity. The Commission also proposed as
a matter of urgency that "recognizing the value of personnel with
advanced education and the liability to the state of the unskilled,
every high school graduate who has reasonable capacity to profit
from further education should be actively encouraged to enter an
appropriate program of post-secondary education and every effort
should be made to remove barriers to post-secondary education."10
In a more recent publication, Population and Student Enrollments
in Minnesota Higher Education, the Commission recommended a
specific objective based upon the above guideline. The Commission
proposed that the ratio of total post-secondary enrollments to high
school graduates in the 18 through 21 age group, which was 59.2 per
9A discussion of manpower needs and related matters appears in Appendix A.
10Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission, A PhilOsophy for Minnesota Higher
Education, p. 10.
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cent in the fall of 1968, ought to be at least 85 per cent.11 Recognizing
that the 85 per cent objective cannot be achieved in a single giant step,
the Commission recommends that deliberate and positive efforts be
made continuously to close the gap between the present ratio of
post-secondary enrollments to high school graduates in the 18 through
21 age group in order to achieve the 85 per cent obfective by the year
of 1985.12

TOTAL ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS
Post-secondary enrollment projections through the year 2000 which
provide for continuous progress in closing the gap between the present
ratio and achieving the 85 per cent ratio objective in 1985 appear in
Table I and are shown graphically in Figure l.18
TABLE I
ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS 1969 TO 2000

Year

Projected
Enrollment

1968 (actual) .. 144,244
1969 ......... 153,500
1970 ......... 158,400
1971 ......... 167,300
1972 ......... 174,700
1973 ......... 181,600
1974 ......... 190,500
1975 ......... 198,400
1976 ......... 204,300
1977 ......... 214,800
1978 ......... 221,600

Per Cent of
High School
Graduates
Year

Projected
Enrollment

1979 .........
1980 .........
1981. ........
1982 .........
1983 ....... ..
1984 . . . . . . . . .
1985 ... . .. . ..
1990. . . . . . . . .
1995. . . . . . . . .
2000. . . . . . . . .

228,700
234,200
232,600
228,800
224,100
216,600
212,900
232,000
254,600
271,400

Age 18-21

Enrolled

59.2
62.5
63.1
65.3
66.6
67.4
69.2
70.6
71.5
73.9
75.5

Per Cent of
High School
Graduates
Age 18-21

Enrolled

77.0
78.2
78.6
79.7
82.5
84.5
85.0
85.0
85.0
85.0

It should be noted that post-secondary enrollments, which totaled
144,244 (not including an additional 21,936 extension students) in the
fall of 1968 are projected to increase steadily to .234,200 in 1980, to
decline slightly after 1980 to a low of 212,900 in 1985, and then to
resume an upward trend to a total of 271,400 in the fall of the year
2000.

PROJECTIONS BY LEVELS
The rates of increase are not expected to be distributed evenly
among the levels of post-secondary education. While substantial increases are projected for all levels, the largest numerical increase is
expected to be in the first two years beyond high school, and the
Minnesota Hidter Education Coordinating Commission, Planning Report 2: Population and
Student Enrollments ln Minnesota Higher Education. The per cent ratio of 11ost-secondary
emollments to high school graduates in the 18·21 age group is derived by dividing the number of high school graduates of ages 18 through 21 in tlie state into the total number of
p()st-secondary students in the state.
12This recommendation is consistent with recommendations which were made for the nation
a decade ago. See, e.g., The Pursuit of' Excellence, a panel report of the Special Studies Pro·
ject of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, 1958, and Goal.s for Americans, the report of the
President's Com.mission on National Goals, 1960.
1aProjections of population by age group and of numbers of high school graduates and the
assumptions upon which projections are based are contained in the Commission's Planning
Report 2: Por>ulation and Student Enrollments In Minnesota Higher Education. The projections of enrollments are discussed in Chapter IV of that publication.
11
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FIGURE I
TOTAL POST-SECONDARY ENROLLMENT P.tiOJECTIONS
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greatest rate, or per cent, of increase is projected for graduate enrollments. Post-secondary student enrollment projections by level are
presented in Table II.u
TABLE II
PROJECTED ENROLLMENTS BY LEVEL**
Up to

Year
Two Years•
1968 (Actual) ... .. .... . 94,289
1969 . .. . . ..... . ... . ... 101,592
1970 ........... .. ..... 105,899
1971. ...... . . ..... .. .. 111,222
1972 .. . . . ....... . ..... 116,811
1973 .• . ...... .. .... .. . 121,953
1974 . .. .. . . . .... . . .. . . 129,241
1975 .. ... ......... .. .. 134,714
1976 . . ... .. . .. .. .... .. 138,312
1977 ... .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . 146~95
1978 .. .. . .. . . ..... . .. . 150,910
1979 .•. • ...... .. ...... 155,975
1980 .. . ...... . ....... . 158,789
1981. ........... . ..... 156,541
1982 ............ . ..... 153,297
1983 ............. . .... 149,699
1984 ........ . .. ...... . 139,275
1985 ............ . ..... 134,759
1990 . . ......... ... . . .. 148,480
1995 ........ . .. . ... . . . 162,436
2000 .• . . • ....•••...... 174,240

Third and
Fourth Yea.re

35,707
37,323
38,770
40,177
41,513
42,907
44,114
45,235
46,171
47,470
48,530
49,627
51,289
50,241
48,734
47,509
46.352
45,773
48,720
52,447
54,551

Post-

baccalaureate

14,248
14,585
15,131
15,901
16,376
16,740
17,145
18,451
19,817
20,835
22,160
23,098
24,122
25,818
26,769
26,892
30,973
32,368
34,800
39,717
42,609

Total

144,244
153,500
159,800
167,300
174,700
181,600
190,500
198,400
204,300
214,800
221:600
228,700
234,200
232,600
228,800
224,lOO
216,600
212,900
232,000
254,600
271,400

·-·

•Jnclud.es students in programs terminating in two years or less.
• •Revised January 1969.

Until recently, the post-secondary population had limited opportunities to enter other than four-year educational programs. As more
programs are developed for those who need or desire less than four
years of post-secondary education, and as a larger proportion of the
population enters post-secondary programs, the enrollment in programs of up to two years duration will increase more rapidly than the
enrolhnent in the third and fourth years of college.
As the complexity of some occupations increases and the necessity
to specialize and keep abreast of the changes associated with various
professions intensifies, enrollments in programs beyond four years
will increase proportionately faster than either third or fourth year
program enrollments or program enrollments of two years or less.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE COLLEGE·AGE PO PULATION
The large increases in the number of post-secondary student
enrollments obviously have many implications for planning. In some
respects, the probable location of the college-age population is equally
significant. The urban-rural percentages of Minnesota population
shifted from 54.5 per cent urban and 45.5 per cent rural in 1950 to
62.2 per cent urban and 37.8 per cent rural in 1960.15 Current projec1"fhese data are taken from Planning Report 2: Population and Student Enrollments in Minnesota Higher Education, Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission.
lGJ:BID. Urban areas are defined as areas with a population exceeding 2,500.
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tions indicate that, by 1980, 75 per cent of Minnesota's population
will be located in urban areas. By the year 2000, at least 90 per cent
of the population will live in cities with a population of 5,000 or more,
and at least 70 per cent of the population will live in communities with
a population of 20,000 or more.
An increasingly large proportion of the college-age population will
be concentrated in the seven-county metropolitan area of the Twin
Cities. In 1957, 47 per cent of all Minnesota residents who attended
Minnesota colleges and universities as undergraduate students were
from the seven-county metropolitan area.16 Some indication of the rate
of concentration of the future college-age population in the sevencounty metropolitan area is revealed by the fact that the proportion
of Minnesota's total population under six years of age living in the
metropolitan area climbed from 45 per cent in 1957 to 51 per cent
in 1967.17

i

I

ENROLLMENTS FROM OTHER STATES
Not all students who attend Minnesota post-secondary institutions
are Minnesota residents. About 18 per cent of those attending Minnesota colleges and universities migrate to the state for higher education.
While more than 80 per cent of the students in private colleges and
universities are from outside the state, less than 15 per cent of those
in public institutions are not residents of Minnesota. The total number
of Minnesota residents who attend colleges and universities in other
states nearly equals the number of out-of-state students attending
colleges and universities in Minnesota.18
The relatively high percentage of Minnesota residents who are
accommodated in the private colleges and universities of the state
reflects the valuable contribution of this segment of higher education
to Minnesota. Private colleges and universities enroll 20 per cent of
the Minnesota residents who attend colleges as full-time undergraduates. Minnesota residents comprise 65 per cent of the full-time undergraduate enrollment in private colleges.19
A reasonable number of out-of-state students should be educated
in Minnesota. The artificial barriers of invisible state lines are just as
disadvantageous for Minnesota residents who live near the state's
borders as they are for residents of other states who live in close
proximity to Minnesota institutions. Moreover, a portion of out-of-state
students who receive advanced education in Minnesota will decide
18 Minnesota

Higher Education Coordinating Commission, Planning Report S: Student En1'ollments in Minnesota Higher Education.
17Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission, Planning Report 2: Population and
Student Enrollments in Minnesota Higher Education.
1 sMinnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission, Planning Repon S: Student Enrollments in Minnesota Higher Education.
19
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to remain and become valuable additions to Minnesota's pool of trained
manpower.

It is recommended that policies relating to the entrance of outof-state students to public institutions in Minnesota shouTd be designed
to maintain approximately equal balance between the number of outof-state students in all Minnesota institutions (including both public
and private) and the number of Minnesota residents who pursue
advanced education in other states. It is further recommended that
first preference in determining priorities for admission of out-of-state
students to Minnesotds public institutions be given to students covered
by reciprocity agreements with other states and that second preference
be given to graduate students.
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MAKING OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Minnesota residents have the advantages of opportunities in nearly
all possible program areas at all appropriate levels of post-secondary
education. As shown in Table Ill, Minnesota publicly-supported postsecondary institutions offer programs in 94.3 per cent of all program
areas at those levels on which information is collected by the U. S.
Office of Education. Programs in 43.2 per cent of the areas are offered
by more than one public institution. Offerings are provided by private
colleges in 32.8 per cent of the areas. Multiple opportunities in most
program areas and at most levels provide qualified students with alternatives relating to both the type of institution and the geographical
area of the state in which to pursue a field of interest. The program
areas in which there tend to be only a single opportunity within the
state are largely those at the University of Minnesota which lead to
the doctorate or to the first professional degree in such fields as medicine and engineering.

I
I

I

Without question, Minnesota has established an excellent record
of progress in making post-secondary opportunities both available and
geographically accessible to its residents. However, there are some
voids and some areas of deficiency which must be corrected as quickly
as possible. In addition, some factors and conditions which have the
potential for limiting the availability or accessibility of opportunities,
must be continuously monitored and their implications continuously
assessed.

ACCESSIBILITY AND COORDINATION OF PROGRAMS
Clearly, all post-secondary programs which are made available
within the state cannot be duplicated to provide a complete range
of programs within commuting distance of every resident. The impracticality is obvious in the instances of such fields as medical education, computer programming, engineering technology, printing, Slavic
languages, and heavy operating equipment. In some cases, the
high costs of special facilities and equipment as well as shortages of
qualified instructional personnel make the establishing of duplicative
programs economically unfeasible. In other cases, the relatively limited
numher of potential students who wish to specialize in a particular
field makes effective operation of a quality program economically unfeasible. Unfortunately, no simple rule exists to determine what programs should be made available in which and how many locations.
Relevant programs should be made as accessible as possible to all
potential students in the state. Conversely, duplication of programs
to provide better accessibility without regard for program quality,
effectiveness, and costs is, at best, unwise. There are obviously greater
advantages in making one strong program available to serve the
11

TABLE III
NUMBER OF PROGRAM AREAS AND PERCENTAGE OF ALL POSSIBLE PROGRAM AREAS OFFERED IN MINNESOTA
Number of
PoBBible
P rograms

Occupational. ................ 23
Bacca.laureate ................ 49
First-Professional .............

5

Advanced (Master's and/or
Doctorate Degrees) .... . .... 115
TOTAL (All Levels) .......... 192

I~

Programs Available in
Private Institutions
Public Institutions
Per Cent of
Per Cent of
Number
All P oesible
Number
All P oeaible

1

4.3

23

35
2

71.4
40.0

43
4

25
63

21.7
32.8

111
181

100.0
87.7

Programs Available at More Than One Institution
Private Institutions
Public Institutions
Per Cent of
Per Cent of
Number
All P088ible
Number
All POBBible

0

80.0

30
1

96.5
94.3

35

4

0.0
61.2

22

20.0

23
0

3.5
18.2

83

38

95.6
46.9
0.0
33.0
43.2

1.2

. -.

0

needs of the entire state than in making several poor programs more
r.eadily accessible to a higher percentage of residents. Inferior programs, no matter how accessible, are usually a disservice rather than
a service to students seeking post-secondary education. The practical
limitations of duplicating many high cost programs for few students
is obvious. Recognizing the value of making as many opportunities as
readily available as possible to all residents in all parts of the state
and also the undesirable consequences of indiscriminate duplication
of instructional programs, the Commission recommends that it be the
policy of Minnesota to make state-supported instructional programs
in all areas of study and at all level.~ of instruction as geographically
accessible to all residents of the state as is consistent with (1) maintenance of high quality, (2) economy of effort considering relative costs of
duplicative programs, and (3) the judicious use of resources to meet
total needs of the state for post-secondary education.
Effective implementation of the above policy will require coordination of the program offerings, not only within components or systems
of post-secondary education, but also among the several systems. Coordination of programs is consistent with the statutory purposes of the
Higher Education Coordinating Commission, and the Commission
would be prepared to pedorm such a function. Therefore, it is recommended that the legislature assign responsibility to the Minnesota
Higher Education Coordinating Commission for coordination of instructional program offerings in all state-supported post-secondary institutions through a program review procedure.20 Additional discussion
of this recommendation will follow in the section on structure of higher
education.

MAKING INSTITUTIONS ACCESSIBLE
The accessibility of instructional program -::>pportunities is dependent to a large extent upon the accessibility of post-secondary institutions. The greatest possible geographical accessibility to instituions would be achieved by placing either a comprehensive university campus or every type of post-secondary institution within 20 miles
of commuting distance of every Minnesota resident. The impracticalicy
of attempting to achieve such accessibility is evident.
Indiscriminate proliferation of institutions can be even more
damaging than unwarranted duplication of programs. As unfortunate
as it may seem, the geography and population distribution of the state
are such that providing a post-secondary institution of any type within
commuting distance of every Minnesota resident is beyond the limits
of practicality. However, making post-secondary education as aoces2°1'be term "program" is defined in the Commission's complete statement on program review
which appears in Appendix B.
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sible as possible is so essential to meeting the needs of the state and
its people that every feasible step should be taken.
In accordance with the view that post-secondary education should
be made fully accessible to as many Minnesota residents as practical,
the Commission recommends that the following guidelines become the
policy of the state on establishing and supporting institutions of postsecondary education:

A. A publicly-supported institution of post-secondary education
should be located ~ithin 35 miles of every Minnesota community
with a population of 5,000 or more. (See Figure II.}

B. A public institution which offers at least the first two years of
collegiate studies leading to the baccalaureate degree should be located within 20 miles of every Minnesota community with a population of 10,000 or more. (See Figures III and IV.)
C. When the peculiar characteristics of an area clearly indicate
the desirability of establishing and supporting institutions in addition to those established and maintained through implementation
of guidelines A and B, the determination to establish additional
institutions should be based upon the special intensity and extent of
need in the area and should be considered in the context of the
total needs of the state for post-seconda1'y education.
While the three elements of the above policy are proposed as
guidelines to be used with sound judgment, rather than as rules to be
followed arbitrarily, they can point directions and serve as a useful
framework for making decisions on establishing new institutions and
maintaining existing institutions. General implementation of guidelines A and B through the year 2000 will assure some kind of postsecondary institution within reasonable commuting distance ( 35
miles) of more than 90 per cent of the population and an institution
which offers two years of studies leading to a baccalaureate degree
within convenient commuting distance ( 20 miles) of 80 per cent of
all Minnesota residents. Guideline C will provide the basis for meeting
needs in areas with special circumstances, such as high concentrations
of population.
In order to facilitate implementation of the proposed policy on
establishing and supporting institutions of post-secondary education,
it is recommended that the legislature indicates its intention that all
proposals for establishing new public post-secondary institutions of
all types be ref-erred to the Higher Education Coordinating Commission for prior review and recommendations; action by any board in
agreement with or contrary to the recommendation shall be reported
to the legislature and included in the Commission's biennial report.
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FIGURE Il
AREAS IN MINNESOTA Wl1'BIN 35 MILES OF PUBUC POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS
WITH LOCATIONS OF COMMUNITIES Wim 5,000 OR MORE POPULATION
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:AREAS IN MINNESOTA WITIUN 20 MILES OF PURI.JC UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
WITH LOCATIONS OF COMMUNITIES WITH 10,000 OR MORE POPULATION
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FIGURE IV
AREAS IN MINNESOTA WITHIN 20 MILES OF PUBUC AND PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES AND
COUEGES WITH LOCATIONS OF COMMUNITIES WITH 10,000 OR MORE POPULATION
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW INSTITUTIONS
Meeting the expanding need for post-secondary education and
continuing progress in making post-secondary education accessible to
Minnesota residents requires immediate action. Accordingly, the Commission recommends:

A. That the legislature at the 1969 session (1) confirm the tenta~
tive designation by the 1967 Legislature of Fairmont as the locaticn for a new state junior college, (2) designate the following additional five communities (listed in alphabetical order) as locations
for new state junior colleges:

11
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a. Alexandria
b. Cambridge
c. Hutchinson
d. NewUlm

•.

r
t

e. Owatonna

(8) provide the State Junior College Board with the necessary direction, authorization, and resources to proceed with the planning
of the campuses, the appointment of administrators and faculties,
and the construction of buildings on a time schedule which provides for sound institutional planning and permits all six of the
new junior colleges to be fully operational as soon as feasible, but
not later than the fall of 1974.

While the need for additional junior colleges, as well as other public
institutions, requires further study, the need for the six junior colleges
recommended in this report is evident now. The Commission will
recommend additional institutions at such times as the need is more
clearly demonstrated. The report on the Commission's study and the
complete recommendations on new state junior colleges appears in
AppendixC.

r
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B. The Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission
concurs with the recommendation of the University of Minnesota
proposal that the Southern School of Agriculture be phased out in
an orderly manner and that a two-year collegiate-technical program be established leading to appropriate agriculturally-related
degrees.

Concurrence in the University recommendation by the Coordinating Commission implies: ( 1) recognition by the Commission of
the need for programs of instruction directly relating to the needs
for additional manpower in agriculture at the para-professional
level, ( 2 ) recognition by the Commission of the advisability of
converting the present facilities of the Southern School of Agriculture for use as a technical institute to meet the need for agricultural
18
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training, ( S) recognition by the Commission of the necessity to
evaluate any future changes or recommendations for changes in
the mission of the institute or the focus of the programs which it
shall offer. Nothing in this action prejudges the future possibility
of recommendations from the Commission regarding the future
structure of higher education in Minnesota. It is recognized that
some future recommendations may propose the assignment of the
proposed technical program and facilities to another governing
board. The complete resolution on the Southern School of Agriculture proposal, as passed by the Commission, appears in Appendix D.

SPECIAL METROPOLITAN AREA NEED
With nearly one-half of the Minnesota residents who attended
Minnesota colleges and universities as undergraduate students now
coming from the seven-county metropolitan area of the Twin Cities
and the projection that increasingly larger proportions of Minnesota's
college-age population will be concentrated in the metropolitan area
in future years, the magnitude of need for :';?Ost-secondary education
in the metropolitan area is approaching and will soon surpass the
combined needs of all other areas of the state. Moreover, the characteristics of the population and the complex conditions of the increasingly urbanized environment are among the factors which may
well demand an approach to post-secondary education which differs
significantly from the approaches which have been more traditional
in Minnesota.
The problem of providing adequate and relevant post-secondary
opportunities for meeting needs in the metropolitan area demands
immediate and thorough assessment. The impact of recently established junior colleges upon the metropolitan area is just beginning
to become evident and requires careful examination.
The recently implemented program for the culturally disadvantaged urban student at the Twin Cities campus of the University of
Minnesota needs complete evaluation. An upper-division senior college which has been suggested for the metropolitan area deserves full
consideration. The effectiveness of new and experimental approaches to
post-secondary education in major metropolitan centers throughout
the nation need to be reviewed. These are but a few of the activities
which must be related to a comprehensive assessment and projection
of post-secondary education needs and problems in the Twin Cities
area.
In order to i)rovide for an adequate analysis of the special needs
and problems associated with post-secondary education in the Twin
Cities metropolitan area, it is recommended tha.t the 1969 Legislature
19
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make a special appropriation of $50,000 to finance a thorough study
of needs and alternative solutions for post-secondary education in the
Twin Cities and the seven-county metropolitan area to be conducted
by the Higher Education Coordinating Commission in cooperation with
public and private post-secondary institutions. The complete resolution as adopted by the Commission appears in Appendix E.

It is anticipated that the metropolitan area study can be completed and recommendations on the best alternatives for meeting needs
in the area can be finalized prior to the end of Fiscal Year 1970. In
order that progress not be unnecessarily delayed, $500,000 shotild be
appropriated by the 1969 Legislature to an appropriate agency for the
purpose of developing new institutions and/ or expansion of existing
institutions in the seven-county metropolitan area. The agency so designated as custodian of the appropriation should be empowered to make
allocations from the appropriation to the Board of Regents, the State
Coll,ege Board, and/or the State Junior College Board for immediate
implementation al' the Commission study recommendations.

INTERSTATE COOPERATION
Advanced educational opportunities can be made more readily
accessible to many Minnesota residents-those who live near the state
borders and in close proximity to public institutions of neighboring
states-without establishing any new institutions or expanding program
offerings in existing institutions. The 1967 Legislature took an important step forward in passing legislation authorizing the Higher
Education Coordinating Commission to enter into reciprocity agreements with neighboring states, subject to approval by the University
of Minnesota Board of Regents, the State College Board, and the
State Junior College Board, in order to provide opportunities for appropriate Minnesota residents to attend the state colleges and universities of neighboring states without being subjected to restrictions,
such as nonresident tuition rates, which ordinarily are applied to
nonresident students. Under such reciprocity agreements, appropriate
residents of the neighboring state are granted comparable privileges
for attending public institutions in Minnesota.
A Minnesota-Wisconsin higher education reciprocity agreement,
which was developed jointly by the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission and the Wisconsin Coordinating Council for
Higher Education, has been adopted. Minnesota residents who reside
near Wisconsin public colleges and universities will benefit from the
new interstate agreement beginning in the summer of 1969. The elements of the Minnesota-Wisconsin reciprocity agreement are presented
in Appendix F.
While Wisconsin is presently the only neighboring state in which
20
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higher education reciprocity agreements have been authorized, exploratory discussions have been held with officials of all neighboring states.
It appears likely that the necessary legislation may be passed in at
least one additional neighboring state, permitting a second reciprocity
agreement to be finalized during the next biennium.

I

While progress may necessarily come slowly and several different
arrangements may have to be tested in seeking the best arrangements
for improving accessibility to advance educational opportunity throu~b
reciprocity agreements, the potential of this approach for improving
the availability and accessibility of post-secondary education to many
Minnesota residents appears to be significant. The Commission will
continue to be diligent in its efforts to achieve the benefits of such
potential for Minnesota residents. It is recommended that the policy

established by the 1967 Legislature of seeking to improve the availability and accessibility of advanced educational opportunities to Minnesota residents through reciprocity agreements with neighboring states
be continued and extended to include post-secondary vocational education.
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REMOVING BARRIERS TO
POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION
Improving the ratio of post-secondary enrollments to high school
graduates in the 18 through 21 age group from 59.2 per cent in 1968
to 85 per cent by 1985 will require the attraction of a significantly
larger proportion of Minnesota youth to post-secondary opportunities. More young persons must be encouraged to enter post-secondary
education, and a higher percentage of the more able must be stimulated to continue studies through the graduate level.

f'.

Making post-secondary opportunities available and geographically
accessible as recommended in the previous section is a fundamental
step in providing for the education of a larger proportion of Minnesota
youth. The lack of program opportunities appropriate to the varied
interests of youth and the need to travel great distances can deter many
young people from pursuing advanced education. The very presence
of a post-secondary institution in the general area can have positive
influence upon a young person's attitudes, and those of his family,
about continuing his education beyond high school.

[

IMPROVED GUIDANCE NEEDED
If high school students are to be expected to make sound decisions
regarding post-graduation activities, they must hav\~ the benefit of
( 1) accurate and complete information on both the kinds and locations of available opportunities and the long and short-range implications of a decision in favor or against pursuing post-secondary education and ( 2) professional assistance and advice in determining
realistic goals and in identifying and selecting post-secondary opportunities which are compatible with individual interests, abilities,
and goals. The lack of adequate information and assistance can cause
many students not to continue the pursuit of education beyond high
school or to select inappropriate opportunities resulting in their
dropping out or failing.
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In view of the importance of effective counseling and information
services in assuring that students give full consideration to the advan·
tages of continuing education beyond high school and in order that
they have access to both the facts and the assistance necessary for
selecting appropriate opportunities, the Commission recommends that
guidance programs be strengthened to the extent of providing effective counseling and information services to qll secondary and postsecondary students. The Commission recognizes the importance of the
work in this area being done by the State Department of Education
and the High School-College Relations Committee of the Association
of Minnesota Colleges. These efforts are to be encouraged and possible
means for strengthening their impact supported.

,.,
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MEETING FINANCIAL NEEDS
Lack of adequate funds has long been recognized as a barrier to
post-secondary education, especially for students from families in the
lower-income groups and from average-income families which have
several children finishing high school with.in a few years. The rapidly
rising cost of attending post-secondary institutions in recent years has
made the problem of financing post-secondary education particularly
acute. In spite of contributions from private sources and fro;:n the
federal government through such programs as the educational opportunity grants and federally-insured student loans, funds available for
student aids have not been sufficient to provide the necessary stimulation and financial support of enough young people from Minnesota
families with lower incomes.
The 1967 Minnesota Legislature made an important contribution
by establishing the Minnesota State Scholarship Program. The program
will help assure that the most able of Minnesota's youth will have the
required financial support for education through the baccalaureate
degree. However, the $250,000 which was appropriated for stipends
to scholarship recipients during the first year of the program was sufficient to provide financial assistance to only 417 Minnesota residentsless than one per cent of the number graduating from Minnesota high
schools in a single year. All applicants who received monetary assistance ranked in the upper four per cent in academic aptitude of all
Minnesota high school seniors.
While the State Scholarship Program has great potential for facilitating development of the best of Minnesota's human resources, funding of the p~ogram will have to be substantially increased if the program is to have significant impact. The Commission recommends that
the level of investment of state funds in Minnesota State Scholars be
substantially increased as rapidly as possible and that sufficient funds
be appropriated to pmvide financial assistance for at least 1,200 new
recipients of Minnesota State Scholarships per annum during the
next biennium which, including renewals, will require an appropriation of $2,750,000 fat' the next biennium.
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Every year, there are graduated from Minnesota high schools many
young people from low income families who can not meet th~ very
high standards of ability and achievement required for a Minnesota
State Scholarship, but who could and should profit from attending
college. The Minnesota State Scholarship Program provides assistance
to the most able who demonstrate financial need. Increasing the proportion of Minnesota youth from lower income families who continue
education beyond high school will require aid for the financially very
needy, even though those of great financial need may be only average
or below in academic ability.
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In order to provide the necessary financial assistance for Minnesota youth from low income families who can and should profit from
advanced education, but who do not have the outstanding ability required for a Minnesota State Scholarship, the Commission recommends the establishment by the 1969 Legislature of a state program
of grants for higher education to be awarded solely on the basis of
financial need to Minnesota youth who have reasonable chance of
success at a Minnesota college or university, public or private, of the
student's choice; the grants program should be started with an initial
appropriation of $600,000 during the next biennium.
State colleges and junior colleges are presently prohibited from
waiving tuition. In order to provide the necessary flexibility for providing financial assistance through tuition remission in those instances
where funds to cover costs of instruction are available, the Commission
recommends that the 1969 ugislature authorize every state institution
of higher education to waive tuition for financially disadvantaged students for courses when the institution has available funds to cover the
cost of their instruction.
Continuing attention must be devoted to identifying factors and
developing programs which will increase the proportion of Minnesota
youth who pursue post-secondary education. In the meantime, adopting and implementing those proposals presented herein will provide
progress in achieving the Commission's previous recommendation that
"every high school graduate who has reasonable capacity to profit
from further education should be actively encouraged to enter an
appropriate program of post-secondary education, and every effort
should be made to remove barriers to post-secondary education.'>n
21Mlnnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission, A Philosophy for Minnesota Higher
Education, p. 8.
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FUNCTIONS OF
POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

The basic functions of post-secondary education are the transmission of knowledge through teaching, the extension of knowledge
through research, and the application and diffusion of knowledge
through public service. Two additional groupings of activities are of
sufficient consequence to deserve mention, even though they are not
among the three basic functions, but instead relate to and facilitate
the performance of teaching, research, and public service. These two
groupings of activities are: ( 1) scholarship or departmental research
and ( 2) supporting activities.
Scholarship or departmental research consists of a fairly wide
variety of activities which are related to learning and the extension
of knowledge. Although they do not specifically comprise any one of
the three basic functions, scholarship and departmental research activities keep faculty prepared to perform the basic functions and often
involve utilization of skills peculiar to a certain field or discipline.
These activities frequently involve creative or artistic expression. Examples include the writing of a poem, the painting of a picture, the
composing of a symphony, and the translating of a piece of literature
from a foreign language to English. Less evident, but equally important, are the continuing acquisition, assimilation, and synthesis of
knowledge through constant study and reflective thinking. Departmental research is essential to all three of the basic functions of
higher education, since it is through such scholarly activity that the
faculty of an institution maintain and advance skills and expertise in
their respective fields of specialization. It is through scholarship that
one becomes and remains a scholar.
Supporting activities comprise those programs which are maintained to support the basic functions of higher education. Student
counseling, for example, is conducted not because counseling is a basic
purpose or function of an institution, but because it supports and facilitates effective performance of the teaching function. Thus, while student counseling is a necessary activity, it is supplementary to instructional programs.
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The discussion which follows is meaningful only if the relationships and importance of departmental research and supporting activities to the three primary functions of higher education are recognized.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRA'MS (TEACHING)
Meeting future needs for higher education will require a wide range
of programs at several levels of instruction. While the first objective
in offering varied programs is to provide educational opportunities
which are consistent with the diversity of interests and talents of the
25

youth of Minnesota, such a range of programs will also serve the
needs of the State for educated people with many different competencies.

Baccalaureate Degree Programs
Programs leading to the baccalaureate degree should continue to be
the core of post-secondary education in Minnesota. In general, these
programs should provide a broad liberal education and preparation in
some depth in at least one field of study. Some of these programs must
also provide the opportunity for the acquisition of professional skills,
such as those needed in teaching. These programs may be entered
directly from high school or after completion of a junior college program designed to provide the first two years of baccalaureate
preparation.
Associate Degree Programs
Associate degree programs should be designed to provide the opportunity for students to complete two academic years in an organized
educational program of college level without prior entrance into a
baccalaureate program. Two types of associate degree programs should
be provided by public higher education: ( 1) the Associate in Arts
degree and ( 2) other associate degrees.
The Associate in Arts degree should consist of a broad liberal education and should provide the "general education" elements or :6rst
two years of the baccalaureate program. It should provide an appropriate program both for the individual who seeks to transfer to a
baccalaureate program for the purpose of earning a degree and for
the individual who seeks to terminate his education with two years of
study in the liberal arts. Other associate degrees should be awarded
for successful completion of a program designed to provide specialized technical competence in a particular field, such as accounting or
engineering technology. In order to provide more specialized preparation, programs leading to other associate degrees must necessarily
provide less general education and cannot be viewed as corresponding
to the first two years of a baccaluareate degree program. Such programs should be designed for the student whose primary objective is
two years of terminal technical education at the college level.

Graduate and Professional Degree Programs
Post-baccalaureate programs should focus primarily upon developing increased understanding in a particular discipline or in an area
of knowledge. In addition, those of a professional nature must include
preparation aimed at developing the professional skills necessary to
provide quality services.
Post-baccalaureate programs will need special attention during the
next decade. Rapid changes in the status of knowledge, technologies,
26
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and equipment create particularly serious problems at these advanced
levels. Increases in post-secondary education enrollments in Minnesota a"ld throughout the nation will create an expanding need for college and university teachers. The demands of government, the military,
and industry for competent persons with advanced preparation are
expected to continue in greater magnitudes. Each additional step in
the direction of greater social and technological complexity will create
greater demands for persons who can provide those services which
require advanced study beyond the baccalaureate degree. This demand must be met if Minnesota is to achieve satisfactory social and
economic progress.
Post-baccalaureate education is extremely costly, especially at the
doctoral level. VVhile every effort must be made to identify ways to
reduce costs while increasing productivity, extrem.e care must be used
to pres~rve the nature of graduate education, which otherwise may
degenerate into little more than an extension in the number of years
of undergraduate education.

Vocational Education
A prominent place in any complete effort to provide for the development of individual talents through education must be given
to vocational-technical programs which are of two years or less in
duration and which are skill-centered and occupationally-oriented.
While some of these programs should lead to an associate degree,
others, because of their length or nature, should not lead to a
collegiate degree, but to a certificate.
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Unfortunately, there has been a recent tendency throughout the
nation for parents and students to overemphasize the importance of a.
collegiate degree and to view vocational education as something less;
worthwhile. While diligent efforts of many dedicated people have·
brought substantial improvements for which Minnesota can be justifiably proud, vocational education has not as yet achieved its proper
place in the mainstream of post-secondary education. Too often vocational education has been viewed simply as a means of securing employment for those who do not have the capacity for continuing growth
through further education.
Both controversy and misunderstanding have surrounded vocational education. There have been differences of opinion regarding the
place, the nature, and the value of post-secondary vocational education. Some of the views expressed have been extreme.
The Commission rejects the view that the best education for all is
education in the liberal arts. Vocational-technical programs provide the
diversity necessary to meet the needs and interests of many Minnesota
youth. A single track approach to post-secondary education is feasible
when opportunities are to be provided only for a select group of
27

carefully chosen students. Since Minnesota post-secondary education
must serve a broad spectrum, the idea of education in the liberal arts
for all must be rejected.
The Commission also rejects the view that effective vocational
education can be conducted only in isolation from "academicallyoriented" education. Both the increasing complexity of our social order
and the larger ends of human life demand that man function other than
solely as a worker. As a citizen in a competitive, dynamic, and democratic society, he must live in terms of the cultural, political, economic,
ethical, and social aspects of an increasingly complex life. The opportunity for the vocational student to elect to take advantage of

general education can significantly strengthen his preparation for his
future.
Post-secondary education, even when occupationally-oriented,
must provide growth and flexibility so that the individual can both
comprehend and adjust effectively to the changing world in which he
must live. Occupational change is an evident and striking characteristic of technological advancement. The Department of Labor projects
that the average youth of today will probably shift occupations some
five times over the next forty years he is in the labor market. Jobs
which existed in large numbers a few decades ago no longer exist.
Others which were nonexistent a few decades ago are prevalent today.
With the prospect that many will need to make major occupational
changes during their lifetimes, flexibility and breadth are invaluable.
While narrow training as preparation for the specific job requirements of a particular industry may facilitate short-term progress in
Minnesota, vocational education which is realistically focused for
meeting the long-range needs of the individual and the state will
provide preparation which emphasizes the important principles and
:skills underlying a family of occupations rather than the more confining
skills of a more narrow activity.

RESEARCH
Discovering, testing, revising, extending, and synthesizing knowledge comprise one of the three basic functions of higher education.
While other agencies of government and industry contribute' to the
production of knowledge, higher education has been given the major
responsibility for seeking knowledge through research. Only higher
education has comprehensive responsibility for extending knowledge
in all fields and to whatever ends may be fu.!lfilled.
Research is also important in higher education for its effects upon
the teaching-learning processes. The role of research and scholarship
among the faculty of an institution of higher education to a large
degree determines the "institutional climate" with which the student
28
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interacts. There is substantial evidence that institutional climate is a
significant (in fact, it may be the most significant) determining factor
of the nature of the educational experience.
While a climate of research and scholarly productivity is healthy
for any level of post-secondary education, it is essential to effective
graduate education which involves specialization at the outer limits
of knowledge. Because of their value in providing the knowledge base
for human progress and their impact upon the educational experience,
research and scholarly productivity must continue to be strengthened
in Minnesota higher education. Moreover, scholarly productivity
should have a dominant role in those institutions which provide graduate education, especially in those which offer the doctorate.
\

PUBLIC SERVICE AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
The continuing demands for the services of higher education to
help meet the needs and solve the problems of the state, local communities, business and industry, schools, and service agencies cannot
be ignored. All institutions of higher education have a responsibility
for making a favorable impact upon the cultural, economic, and social
environment in which they are situated. Publicly-supported institutions have a special responsibility to provide a positive infiuence upon
their surrounding environments by using the facilities and expertise
at their disposal for meeting the needs of Minneso' , and its many
geographical, political, and social subdivisions.
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Some of the most dramatic examples of effective performance of
public service functions in the past have been found in the agricultural
extension services of the nation's land-grant colleges and universities.
Changing conditions have stimulated the need to extend the concept
of public service beyond the agricultural community. Meeting future
needs of Minnesota will require a broad spectrum of services which
are addressed to problems and conditions among all of the population and in all areas of the state. Many public services can be partially
self-supporting, but others cannot. While federal and private sources
should be fully utilized for financing public service activities, the state
must assume final responsibility for supporting the public service
function.

An increasingly important fonn of public service is continuing and
adult education. Rapid change creates a great need for persons to
continue to acquire knowledge and to improve their skills throughout
life. Substantial increases in leisure time create a vacuum which must
be filled with meaningful and useful activity. Continuing education is
aimed at meeting these expanding needs and has an important role to
perform in the future progress of Minnesota.
29
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Every public institution should be expected to maintain a significant program of public service which is (I) designed to utilize effectively the particular strengths of that institution, ( 2) aimed at meeting specific and identifiable needs of the people of the local community
and the state, and ( 3) has as its core a suitable program of continuing
education.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF
MINNESOTA HIGHER EDUCATION
Although there are no adequate objective means of determining
the effectiveness of institutions of higher education, some insight can
be gained by considering productivity, quality, and economy. Each of
the three factors as applied to Minnesota higher education are discussed briefly below.

PRODUCTIVITY
The productivity of Minnesota colleges and universities is relatively
high. During the 1966-1967 academic year, Minnesota public and
private colleges and universities produced a combined total of 15,954
graduates. Of these, 12,815 were awarded baccalaureate degrees, 617
received first professional degrees, 2,114 were recipients of master's degrees, and 408 were awarded doctorate degrees. In addition, 2,577
associate degrees were awarded, most of which were granted by
junior colleges.
Minnesota colleges and universities granted 2.3 per cent of all
baccalaureate and first professional degrees which were awarded in
the nation during the year, 1.6 per cent of the master's degrees, and
2.6 per cent of the doctorate degrees. In 1967, 1.6 per cent of the 18-21
y~ar olds in the United States resided in Minnesota.
Another indication of the high level of productivity of Minnesota
higher education is reflected in the rate of completions, or degrees
awarded, per undergraduate student enrolled. In the 1966-67 year,
the completion rate in Minnesota colleges and universities, as estimated by comparing the number of baccalaureate degrees awarded
with the number of freshmen four years earlier, was 65.5 per cent.22
The productivity of Minnesota colleges and universities can be improved, and variation exists among individual institutions. However,
productivity of Minnesota higher education (as measured 'Qy numbers
of degrees awarded, the proportion of graduates produced by all colleges and universities in the nation, and completion rates per student
enrolled) is approaching a level at which relatively high levels of input
will be needed to increase productivity.
QUALITY
Quality is extremely difficult to assess empirically because both
educational purposes and the evaluative criteria are complex. The
social and behavioral sciences have not as yet produced adequate tools
for accurate and objective measurement of the total impact of educa22The rate of completions was frl.O per cent in private institutions of higher education and 64.9
in public colleges and universities.
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tional experiences upon the future effectiveness, efficiency, and wellbeing of the individual. Therefore, consideration of the quality of
colleges and universities necessarily depends heavily upon professional
judgment and assessments of factors which facilitate or are believed to
be directly associated with quality.
Accrediting agencies have as their purpose the determination of
whether or not institutions of higher education meet standards which
are considered necessary for minimal quality. Most colleges and universities in Minnesota are either accredited or making progress which
should assure accreditation by a recognized agency in the near future.
Private institutions of higher education vary greatly and indications of the average quality of private colleges and universities may
not be particularly useful. It should be noted that several of Minnesota's private institutions of higher education are considered to be
among the very best of their type. It should also be noted that as costs
continue to rise, maintaining quality will become increasingly difficult
for all private institutions unless new major sources of financial support
are found or the level of contributions from present sources is substantially increased.
The quality of graduate programs in major universities has been
rated in various ways.28 Graduate programs of the University of Minnesota have typically been ranked among those of the top 20 universities
in the country. vVhile the University of Minnesota tends to be ranked
among the top ten in terms of graduate programs when only public
universities are considered, the University of Minnesota is consister..tly
outranked by the University of California, University of Illinois, University of Michigan, and University of Wisconsin.

A significantly high relationship has been found to exist between
the level of faculty salaries and ratings of quality in higher education.2•
The University of Minnesota, the state colleges and the state junior
colleges all hold about the same relative position when their salaries are
compared nationally with those of institutions of similar type. All three
systems rank at about the median on distributions of median salaries of
institutions of similar type. In 1967-68, the national median salary in
public universities with enrollments of more than 10,000 was $11,290,
while the median salary in the University of Minnesota was $11,148.
The national median salary in public colleges was $9,657, while the
median in Minnesota state colleges was $9,249. In public junior
colleges, the Minnesota median was $9,081, while the national public
See..z. e.g., Allan M. Carter, An Assessment of Quality in Graduate Education, Washington,
D.\;.: American Council on Education; 1966. Albert H. Bowker, "Quality and Quantity in
Higher Education", Journal of the American Statistical Association, 60, 1-5, March 1965. Bernard Berekon, Graduate Education in the United States, New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1960.
~Allan M. Carter, An Assessment of Quality in Graduate Education.
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junior college median was $9,165.2 '
Although it is not as high as the relationship with faculty salaries,
a significant relationship has also been found between library resources
and ratings of quality. The University ranks among the top 20 universities of the .nation in library resources. 20 Neither the state colleges
nor the state junior colleges meet minimum standards of the American
Library Association for institutions of their types. The state colleges currently fall short of the minimum number of volumes which the Association requires by approximately 600,000 volumes, and the state junior
colleges have a de6ciency of approximately 150,000 volumes.
A third measure which is often used in judging the quality of
colleges and universities is the percentage of faculty members who
hold advanced degrees. It should be emphasized that some of the
world's greatest scholars and teachers have not held earned graduate
degrees and that a doctorate degree is no guarantee of future accompushments either in scholarly productivity or in quality of teaching.
Therefore, the percentage of faculty who hold advanced degrees is
only a general indication of faculty quality.
The percentages of full-time faculty members who hold various
levels of degrees in each of the several types of Minnesota colleges
and universities are presented in Table IV.21

t

TABLE IV
PERCENTAGES OF FULL-TIME PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
AT VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL LEVELS
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Baccalaureate
Degree

FirstProfessional
Degree

Master's
Degree

Doctorate
Degree

Private Junior Colleges ....... . .. 35.1

2.7

56.8

State Junior Colleges ............ 12.9

0.9

Private Colleges ............. . .. 10.5
State Colleges ......... . .... ... . 5.0

1.1
0.6

85.3
51.9

5.4
0.9
a6.5

Private Professional Schools ...... 8.3
University of Minnesota . ...... .. 10.0

22.2
6.5

65.5
13.9

28.9
55.6

23.7

Total Private Institutions ..... 11.5

1.6
4.2

59.8
35.6

Total Public Institutions ...... 8.8
TOTAL . ..... . ......... . .. 9.6

3.4

51.3
42.5
45.0

44.5
4.2.0

The per cent of faculty who hold an earned doctorate degree in
the state colleges is lower than desirable. Again, there are wide var~An

analysis of faculty salaries in Minnesota colleges and universities appears in Planning
Report 4: Professional Personnel In Minnesota Higher Education, Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating Commission. National data are from Salaries in Higher Education, 1967-68,
National Education Association.
28AJlan M. Carter, An Assessment of Quality in Higher Education.
27 Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission, Planning Report 4: Professional Personnel in Minnesota Higher Education.
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iations among Minnesota public and private institutions of higher
education.23
Another factor which is sometimes associated with institutional
quality is the pattern of ability levels of students in an institution.20
Figure V shows the distribution of freshman student ability levels as
reflected by scores on American College Testing Program examinations
for Minnesota college bound high school seniors. National averages are also shown. These data indicate that, as compared with national distributions, the Minnesota college bound group includes
a greater percentage of students in the upper ability levels and
a smaller percentage or proportion of students in the lower ability
levels.
'The factors discussed above tend to suggest that quality in Minnesota higher education is relatively high, particularly at the University
of Minnesota and several of the private colleges. However, some
serious deficiencies have been indicated. 'These deficiencies must be
corrected if Minnesota residents are to have the advantages of postsecondary education of quality comparable to that in leading states.
The Commission recommends that it be the policy of the state to
provide post-secondary education at the highest quality feasible and
that all policies, plans, and programs be accordingly developed and
maintained.
FIGURE V
DISTRIBUTIONS OF 1966-67 MINNESOTA COLLEGE BOUND WGH SCHOOL SENIORS
COMPARED TO NATIONAL COUEGE BOUND WGH SCHOOL SENIORS1
Percent of Students Receiving Comnosi te Scores in the Following Categories2
Above 20

nctween 16 and 20

Below 16
1966-67 Minnesota College
Bound High School Seniors

29%

National College Bound
High School Seniors

32%

lAmerican College Testing Program.
2These composite scroes are based upon the result of four tests which are designed to measure ability to perform the kinds of intel·
lectual tasks college students are required to perform. These tests include the following: English usage, mathematics usage, social
studies reading and natural science reading. The results of these tests are given in standard scores with a range from 1 to 36.

i.·

'The most sericus deficiency which must be corrected in order to
improve quality in Minnesota higher education is in the area of
faculty salaries. With faculty salaries at the median, or mid-point, of

'

28For

more detailed information on highest degrees held by faculty in individual colleges and
universities of Minnesota (both 11ublic and private), see Planning Report 4: Professional
Personnel in Minnesota Higher Eaucation, Minnesota Higher Educatio.n Coordinating Com·
mission.
2 9This factor is, at best, questionable since it focuses upon the ability which students bring to
an institution rather than upon the change which the institution prOduces in the student.
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salaries at all institutions of similar type throughout the nation, Minnesota public institutions can compete effectively for faculty with the
colleges and universities whose median salaries rank in the lower onehalf on national distributions. Unfortunately, Minnesota institutions
cannot compete effectively for faculty with institutions of similar type
which rank in the upper one-half on distributions of median salaries.
The implications are obvious. Minnesota cannot expect to provide its
residents with education of quality comparable to that provided by
leading states unless its institutions can compete effectively for faculty
with those institutions which rank in the upper one-half on national
distributions. The quality of its faculty is the single most important
factor in determining the quality of an institution.
The Commission believes that higher education of the quality
that is desired, deserved, and needed by Minnesota residents can be
provided by Minnesota's public institutions only if they have the
ability to compete effectively for faculty with institutions which rank
in the upper one-half on national salary distributions for institutions
of similar type. Therefore, the Commission recommends that it be the
pol1cy of the state to establish and maintain faculty salaries at the levels
necessary for Minnesota institutions to rank not lower than the third
qoortile (75th percentile) on national distributions of salaries in institutions of similar type.
Implementation of the above recommendation will not provide the
ability for Minnesota institutions of higher education to compete
effectively for faculty with all institutions. The proposed policy will
provide the ability for Minnesota colleges and universities to compete
effectively for faculty with at least half of those institutions who rank
in the upper one-half on national distributions.
The low percentages of faculty who hold earned doctorate degrees
in the state colleges must be increased to assure adequate levels of
quality. Increasing the percentage ivith advanced degrees will require
effective attention of institutional officers as well as the availability of
funds for achieving recommended faculty salary levels. The Commission recommends that all parties concerned make a conscie11tious
effort to increase the percentage of faculty who hold a doctorate
degree to a percentage in the state colleges which is comparable to
the percentage in institutions of similar type.
Adequacy of libraries ranks second only to the quality of faculty
in determining the quality of a college or university. An experimental
program for testing the feasibility and problems of making resources
at the Twin Cities campus of the University of Minnesota more readily
accessible to faculty and students in state colleges, state junior colleges,
35
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and private colleges will be launched in January 1969. The whole
problem of library resources and their effective utilization will be
studied in some depth by the Commission during the next year. These
two efforts should yield valuable information and recommendations
for the 1971 Legislature. However, regardless of the results of these
future efforts, present analyses reveal situations so serious .as to require
immediate attention.
In order to provide minimum library resources necessary fo1· adequate quality in Minnesota state institutions of higher education, the
Commission recommends:

A. The library of the University of Minnesota should continue
to be strengthened in orde1' that the greatest source of scholarly
materials and recorded knowledge in the state may be continuously
improved.
B. A d eficiency of approximately 600,000 volumes in the state
colleges should be corrected during no more than two biennia,
beginning in 1969, which will require, 'in addition to expenditures
to continue the present acquisition rate, special appropriations of
$2,850,000 for each of the next two biennia.
C. A deficiency of approximately 150,000 volumes in the state
junior colleges should be cm·rected during no more than two biennia, beginning in 1969, which will 1'equire, in addition to expenditures to continue the present acquisition rate, special appropriations
of $562,500 for each of the next two biennia.

ECONOMY
Expenditures for instruction and directly-related activities are
relatively low in view of the number of students who are educated in
Minnesota colleges and universities. In 1967-68 academic year, average expenditures for instruction and departmental research per fulltime equivalent student were $1,318 in· private colleges and universities and $915 in public institutions of higher education. The expenditures varied widely among individual private institutions.
Among public institutions, the average instructional expenditures
per full-time equivalent student by type of institution were $677 in
the state junior colleges, $836 in state colleges and $1,111 in the University of Mfanesota. so As compared with per student costs in other
80Mmnesota

Higher Education Coordinating Commission, Planning Report 5: Current Operating Revenues and Expenditures in Minnesota Higher Education. Differences in the per
student cost among the three types of institutions tend to reflect differences in the levels of
students enrolled. Costs per student by level are not presently available.
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states, costs for Minnesota institutions are relatively low.31
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It should be noted that the above costs, which are based upon the
most complete information available, provide only a general indication
of the average cost for students in all programs and at all levels in each
type of institution. Since the mix of students among lower division,
upper division, and graduate levels varies significantly from one type
of institution to another, average costs among the types of institutions
cannot be compared directly. It is obvious, for example, that preparation leading to a Doctor of Philosophy degree in chemistry is more
costly than the fust two years of study leading to a Bachelor of Arts
degree. Similarly, costs vary among programs within each level. The
cost of graduate instruction in medicine, for example, is generally
recognized to be greater than the cost of graduate instruction in political science.
The factors discussed in this section indicate that Minnesota higher
education is generally effective, particularly in terms of productivity
and economy. Implementation of the Commission's recommendations
for improving factors associated with quality will strengthen the
effectiveness of Minnesota higher education significantly.
Appropriate utilization of instructional technologies offers promise
of improved effectiveness on all three factors of productivity, quality,
and economy. The 1965 Legislature took an important step in providing for utilization of instructional television by appropriating $150,000
to finance an inter-institutional television feasibility study which was
conducted under the supervision of the Board of Regents. The 1967
Legislature took a second step by providing funding for partial implementation of the feasibility study recommendations. As a result, two
experimental regional production centers have been established.

,-

While the Commission has not replicated the television feasibility
study, the conclusions of the study appear to be valid and the study
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comparable data on instructional costs is not readily available since definitions vary.
However, the following data provide a general indication of how Minnesota compares.
In 1966-67, the most recent year for which comparative data wrre available, costs per FfE
student in Minnesota were: state junior colleges, $554; state ct lieges, $760; University of
Minnesota, $993; private colleges, $1,187.
Unit costs of instruction for the year 1966-67 in Vir~inia were as follows: four-year collegesi
$787, two-year colleges, $725. (Financing V irginia s Colleges, 1966-67, State Council ot
Higher Education for Virginia, p. 22.)
Costs of instruction per full-time student in California during 1965-66 were as follows: state
colleges, $957, University of California, $1,994. The national average for public junior colleges
that year was $779. (Study of Income fo r Public Higher Education, Coordinating Council for
Higher Education, May 1968, p. 36.)
Unit costs for teaching of students at Wisconsin public institutions during 1966-67 were as
follows:
Junior-Senior
Graduate-Professional
University of Wisconsin Freshman-Sophmore
$2018
Madison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $769
$1108
$1355
$1419
~lwaukee . . . ....... . . $762
Centers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $894
State Universities . . . . . . . . . . . $846
$1125
$1656
(A provisional Long-Range Plan for Higher Education in Wisconsin, The Coordinating Committee for Higher Education, January, 1967, p. 62. )
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recommendations sound. No evidence to the contrary has emerged
since the study was completed. Accordingly, the Commission recommends that the 1969 Legislature proceed with furuJ,ing for implementation of the recommendations of the inter-institutional television f easibility study as presented to the 1967 Legislature.
The problem of achieving appropriate utilization of computers for
both teaching and research is as complex as the instructional television
question. While Minnesota institutions have made significant progress
in utilizing computers, the potential benefits from the rapidly develop-.
ing computer technology have not been fully achieved. In order to
assess both the potential and the means for achieving potential benefits
mm,e thoroughly, the Commission, with the assistance of a technical
advisory committee, has undertaken a study of present and potential
uses and benefits of computers in Minnesota higher education.
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STRUCTURE OF MINNESOTA
POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

~

That post-secondary education has served Minnesota well is
evident. The people of the state have good reason to be proud of the
institutions which have been established at an increasing rate, of the
able and productive citizens which have been educated at a rapidly
increasing rate, of the many contributions to knowledge which can be
attributed to Minnesota higher education, and of the varied services
which institutions have provided. Whether future generations will be
justified in feeling similar pride will depend upon the foresight and
accomplishments of this generation in providing post-secondary education which is appropriate for future needs an9 conditions.
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In determining a structure to meet present and emerging needs for
higher education, due consideration must be given to that which
already exists. Institutions and arrangements which have been built
with large investments and years of human effort cannot be easily
changed. We are, to some extent, captives of history. However, present
needs for higher education and the level of investment in higher
education have reached a magnitude far beyond the requirements
of past generations. What was adequate in previous decades is no
longer satisfactory.
Marked unevenness in quality among institutions and programs,
confusion about responsibilities among institutions and types of institutions, imbalances in the distribution of enrollments and programs
among institutions, the proliferation of institutions and programs without clear conception of an ultimate pattern-these are among the conditions which must be avoided through continuing comprehensive
planning, coordination of effort, and policies which are consistent with
predetermined goals and objectives. Such conditions also emphasize
the need for continuing attention to the structure of Minnesota higher
education-that is: ( 1) the way in which the post-secondary educational enterprise should be organized for dfectiveness and economy of
effort in meeting needs, (2) the way in which responsibilities should
be divided among the various segments of the enterprise, ( 3) the way
in which the enterprise should be governed, and ( 4) the way in which
policies should be formulated, decisions made, and planning accomplished.

THE PRESENT STRUCTURE
At present, there are 60 colleges and universities in Minnesota. In
addition, there are 26 area vocational-technical schools and 30
private vocational and trade schools which are listed with the State
Department of Education. Of the 60 colleges and universities, 33 are
privately-controlled, and 27 are publicly-controlled. Including the
89
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area vocational-technical schools, there are 53 public post-secondary
institutions.
The 26 area vocational-technical schools which offer vocational
and technical programs of two years or less are operated by local
school districts under the supervision of the State Board for Vocational
Education, which is the State Board of Education. The State Junior
College Board operates 17 junior colleges (with one additional
planned) providing two years of study for transfer to a baccalaureate
degree and also offering vocational-technical and other terminal
programs.
'Ihe State College Board governs six senior colleges which offer
programs leading to the master's degree, but which focus primarily
upon four-year programs leading to the baccalaureate degree. The
Board of Regents governs one complex multi-purpose university which
provides offerings from freshman through post-doctoral levels in a
wide variety of fields, one institution offering undergraduate and
master's degree level programs, one institution which provides fouryear undergraduate programs, and one two-year technical institution
(with plans for a second) which emphasizes agriculture and business.
. The Higher Education Coordinating Commission has been given
responsibility for the voluntary coordination of the various segments
of post-secondary education through comprehensive planning and
through recommendations to boards of post-secondary institutions, to
the governor, and to the legislature.

REFINING THE STRUCTURE
While sweeping changes and reorganization in Minnesota postsecondary education could be suggested, it is the judgment of the Commission that the present structure can serve the interests of the state
in the immediate future and that the state should build upon what already exists. This decision is not intended to preclude the Commission from making recommendations for major reorganization at a later
time. However, the probable implications, both positive and negative,
of any major reorganization must be thoroughly studied. Such reorganization should not be entered into prematurely. Important modifications which will refine and strengthen the sbucture of Minnesota
post-secondary education are discussed in this section.
MORE EFFECTIVE COORDINATION
Minnesota has moved cautiously in providing for the coordination
of post-secondary education. A statutory coordinating agency was
not created until 1965. Responsibilities of the agency which was
created by the 1965 Legislature, the Min~esota Higher Education Coordinating Commission, are stated generally and emphasize voluntary
40
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coordination through planning. It is the judgment of the Commission
that moving cautiously and focusing upon coordination thrQugh
planning, rather than through control, has been wise. It is also the
judgment of the Commission that effective coordination of postsecondary education is becoming increasingly more important as needs
for advanced education continue to expand and associated costs continue to rise.
While comprehensive planning should continue to be the central
thrust of the Higher Education Coordinating Commission, it is evident
that effective coordination ultimately will require a delineation of
responsibilities which focuses the attention of the Commission more
directly upon those matters which determine the direction of developments of public post-secondary education: program planning and
budgeting. In the previous section on "Making Opportunities Available," it was proposed that the 1969 Legislature assign specific responsibility to the Commission for coordinating post-secondary programs
through a program review procedure. In order to implement this proposal, the Commi.ssion recommends that the 1969 Legi.sl,ature amend
Minnesota Statutes 136A.04 by adding subsection (d) to read as
fo'llows: "review and expre;;s approval or disapproval upon all pl,ans
and proposals for new or additional programs of instruction or substantial changes in existing programs to be established in, or offered
by, the University of Minnesota, the state colleges, the state junior
colleges, and public area vocational-technical school,s or centers. and
periodically review existing programs offered in or by the above institutions and to recommend discontinuing or modifying any existing
program, the continuation of which is fudged by the Commission as
not being in the best interests of the State; the Commi.ssion shall file a
formal report with the legisl,ature on the establishment or continua.tion
of any program without Commission approval." A more complete
statement of the need for and nature of program review responsibilities
appears in Appendix B.
The ways in which and extent to which the Commission should
become involved in budgeting will be studied in greater depth during
the next biennium. The Commission will report its findings and recommendations on budget coordination to the 1971 Legislature.

VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS AND JUNIOR COLLEGES
One of the most evident potential sources of inappropriate duplication of effort exists in those communities in which are located more
than one institution which is charged with providing dpportunities for
post-secondary education of two years or less within commuting distan~
of the residents of the area. While both junior colleges and area vocational-technical schools are maintained throughout the state, the prob~
lem is most serious when both types of institutions are operating in
41
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areas of limited population and in communities with populations of
less than 10,000.
Through coordination of program offerings (as discussed above)
and of the establishment of new institutions (as proposed in the section on "Making Opportunities Available"), the Commission can assist
each type of institution to focus its efforts upon the distinctive role
which seems most appropriate in terms of the availability of other institutions in the area and the total needs to which commuting opportunities should be directed. The missions, programs, and services of the
two types of institutions can be coordinated in each area of the state.
The Commission recommends expanded cooperation between
State Junior Colleges and Area Vocational-Technical Schools which
are located in the same community. This would involve: (1) foint
planning to avoid overlapping programs; (2) sharing the time of instructors and administrators where desirable; (3) allowing students
enrolled in one institution to take some work in the other instittttion,
where practical; (4) use of auxiliary facilities, such as cafeterias, libraries, auditoriums, and gymnasiums by students of both institutions
to the largest extent possible; and (5) operating foint extra-curricular
programs. When new facilities are to be constructed, they should be
located close together and designed for maximum cooperative use.
The Commission recommends that all institutions which conduct
vocational-technical programs follow, to the largest extent possible,
a policy of qualifying for reimbursement from federal and state funds
administered by the State Board for Vocational Education.
If a local school board expresses the desire to merge or to combine
the vocational-technical school and funior college program offered in
the community, the Commission recommends that this be accomplished by the local school district discontinuing the area vocationaltechnical school and the fttnior college taking over the program after
program proposals have been submitted to and received favorable
review by the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinattng Commission
and the State Board for Vocational Education.

INSTITUTIONAL MISSIONS
Meeting the varied and expanding needs for post-secondary education and maintaining necessary quality within the limitations of
available resources can be achieved only if responsibilities are realistically distributed among and within the several components, or systems, of Minnesota post-secondary education. The levels of funding
required to attain and to maintain quality would be impossible to
achieve if all institutions undertook responsibility for providing every
educational opportunity.
42
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Although the Higher Education Coordinating Commission must
devote some attention to the mission, or role and scope, of individual
institutions, if it is to perform effectively in reviewing programs and
in participating more directly in the budgeting process, the primary
concern of the Commission is, and should continue to be, with the role
of each of the several systems. More specific attention to the role and
scope of individual institutions or campuses must come from the boards
of control which are responsible for the operation of the institutions
within each system. It should be carefully noted that missions of institutions or systems of institutions must reflect present and future conditions rather than past conditions. The appropriateness of the role
of all institutions must be continuously assessed, and change must be
initiated as conditions change. Nonetheless, clear understanding of
the future division of responsibilities and the role and scope of the
various components of post-secondary education is essential if postsecondary education in Minnesota is to achieve maximum total effectiveness in terms of productivity, quality, and economy.
In order to facilitate the achievement of maximum effectiveness,
the Commission recommends that the responsibilities and missions
of the several components of Minnesota post-secondary education be
clarified as follows:

Private Trade and Vocational Schools
The 30 private vocational and trade schools which are listed with
the State Department of Education were serving a total of 5,600
students in the fall of 1968. It is assumed that these institutions will
continue to limit their offerings to short-term programs which provide
specialized training for specific occupational activities. In view of the
limited nature of the services which these mstitutions will seek t<>
provide and, in many instances, the need to offer only those programs which can be self-supporting (or nearly so), private vocational
and trade schools will continue to expand more slowly than other
components of Minnesota post-secondary education.
Area Vocational-Technical Schools
The efforts of public area vocational-technical schools should continue to be centered upon the teaching function and those schools
should continue to offer lower division level programs which provide
training for initial entry and retraining for advancement and adjustment in the world of work. No change in the general nature or level
of program offerings is recommended. As lower division enrollments
and the need for vocationally-focused opportunities increase, more
careful attention should be devoted to allocation of programs among
area vocational-technical schools and junior colleges.
43

State Junior Colleges
The state junior colleges should continue to provide comprehensive
commuting opportunities and to offer two years of work applicable
to the baccalaureate degree, technical programs leading to the associate degree, general studies programs leading to the associate degree,
vocational programs leading to the vocational certificate, continuing
education for adults, and community service programs. Efforts of the
state junior colleges should be aimed at providing, within the commuting area of each college, approximately equal distribution between
terminal occupational programs (including both those leading to an
a..;sociate degree and those leading to a certificate) and programs which
provide the first two years of study which may be applied to meeting
requirements for a baccalaureate degree in a four-year institution.
As commuter institutions, junior colleg0s should develop general
admissions policies which give priority to high school graduates
whose place of residence is within 35 miles of the junior college.

Pri'l'ate lnstitrdions of Higher Education
Private junior colleges, colleges, universities, and professional
schools presently accommodate about 24 per cent of the college and
university enrollments in Minnesota. While their enrollments will continue to grow significantly, the percentage of the total enrollment to
be accommodated in private institutions is expected to continue to
decline to 20 per cent before stabilizing in 1980. The r" istribution of the
enrollment in private institutions, 59 per cent at the lower division,
40 per cent at the upper division, and one per cent at the graduate
level, is not expected to change significantly.

c

The State Colleges
While the state colleges should continue to be primarily "teaching"
institutions, the proportion of effort which they devote to organized research and to public service should be increased.
Four-year undergraduate programs leading to the baccalaureate
.degree should continue to be the central focus of the instructional
programs of state colleges, but relatively greater attention to the
upper levels of instruction should accompany a shifting in the enrollment distribution to 56 per cent in the lower division, 32 per cent in
the upper division, and 12 per cent at the graduate level by 1980. The
Commission supports the development of an inter-institutional coop...
erative arrangement under which students in state colleges could
work toward doctoral programs. It is suggested that in view of the
complexity of joint doctoral degrees, graduate students, with the
advice of faculty members from both the University of Minnesota
and the state colleges, might take advantage of course offerings and
other doctoral program components from both institutions. Such
programs could lead to a doctoral degree at either institution.

c:
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At present, none of the state colleges offer doctorate degrees. The
1967 Legislature directed the Minnesota State College Board to conduct a study to investigate the development of doctoral programs
at the state colleges and to report by December 1, 1968. The legislature also authorized the Board to establish doctoral programs at the
state colleges after July 1, 1969. The Board has initiated a doctoral
study and is awaiting its findings.

The University of Minnesota Sysiem
As the only comprehensive graduate institution and the only doctoral-granting institution in the state, the University of Minnesota
has a unique responsibility for leadership. It must carry most of the
burden of meeting increasing demands for advanced graduate and
professional education. It must also be the center of research activity
and a major source of competent faculty members to staff other
Minnesota institutions.

In order that the University of Minnesota can most effectively
fulfill its unique responsibilities, the resources of the University should
be focused as intensively as possible upon those functions which only
it will perform. Extreme care must be taken to insure that the resources and energies of the University are not diverted to functions which can be performed well by other institutions. Therefore,
the University should increase the proportion of effort which it devotes to graduate studies.
By 1980, the University should make significant progress in
establishing an enrollment distribution of 34 per cent in the lower
division, 33 per cent in the upper-division, and 33 per cent at the graduate level. A corresponding shift in the expenditure of the resources
and effort of the University should be accomplished in order that 50
per cent is devoted to teaching and departmental research, 35 per
cent to organized research, and 15 per cent to public service activities.
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THE INVESTMENT IN
POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION
Financing Minnesota post-secondary education requires a. large
investment. Current operating expenditures by Minnesota's colleges
and universities, excluding building costs, totaled $314,385,899 during
Fiscal Year 1968. Of this amount, $246,806,818, or 79 per 1.!ent, was
expended for meeting current operating costs of public colleges and
universities. Approximately $7,500,000 was expended for current operating costs of post-secondary programs in public area vocational
schools.

SOURCES OF FUNDS
Funds for supportir1g current operations of Minnesota colleges
and universities come from a variety of sources. Of the revenue for
educational and general purposes durii'lg Fiscal Year 1968, excluding
revenue for student financial aids and auxiliary eJ.1terprises, more than
one-half came from state appropriations and student tuition and fees.
State appropriations provided 29.3 per cent of current revenues for
educational and general purposP.s, while student tuition and fees
provided 22.6 per cent. For state-supported colleges and universities,
state appropriations provided 36.0 per cent, federal grants 21.4 per
cent, tuition and fees 13.9 per cent, private gifts 3.4 per cent, endowment earnings 1.2 per cent, and other sources 24.1 per cent. Among
private colleges and universities, tuition and fees provided 61.0 per cent
of current operating revenues for educational and general purposes,
private gifts provided 20.1 per cent, endowment earnings 6.e per
cent, federal grants 4.2 per cent, and other sources 8.1 per cent. 32
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COMPARISONS WITH OTHER STATES
Minnesota's investment of state tax funds in college and university
education has been increased by 170 per cent since Fiscal Year
1961. While this represents a rapid increase, it lags behind the average
increase for all 50 states, which was 233 per cent during the same
period. When Minnesota is compared with the six other states which
haw~ Big Ten universities plus North Dakota and South Dakota, Minnesota ranks fifth among the nine states in the rate of increase in the
investment of tax funds for college and university education, as is
shown in Figure VI.
Further insight into how Minnesota compares with other states in
the support of college and university education with state funds may
be gained from the information presented in Table V which presents
the relative rank of Minnesota, the six other states which have Big
Ten universities, and North Dakota and South Dakota according to
a2Min~~ta Higher Education Coordinating Commission, Planning Report 5: CuN'ent Operating
Revenues and Expenditures in Minnesota Higher Education.
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FIGURE VI
APPROPRIATIONS OF STATE TAX FUNDS FOR OPERATING E~~ENSES OF IDGHER
EDUCATION IN NJNE MIDWEST ST.\TES FOR SELECTED FISCAL YEARS, 1961-69
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TABLE V
PERSONAL INCOME AND STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION:
COMPARATIVE AND NATIONAL RANKINGS FOR NINE MIDWEST STATES
Per C~ita.
Personal come
1967
Nine-State National

~propriations

Per
I-Time Student in
Public Four-Year
Institutiona
1967-68
Nine-State National

Illinois ............... 1
Iowa .............. . .. 7

4
22

1
2

J:ndiana . .............. 4
Michigan ............. 2
MINNESOTA ........ 6
Ohio ................. 3

17
13

3

21

North Dakota ......... 9
South Dakota ......... 8
Wisconsin ............ . 5

16
41
38
19

3

Per Capita State Tax
Funds for Operating
Expensea of Higher
Education
1966-67
Nine-State National

Per Cent of Personal
Income as Represented
by Total Tax Funds
for Higher Education
1966
Nine-State National

16

8

33

3
6

15
25

5

9
18
17

7

27

5

6
9

18
45

5

22

4

9

47

3

10
23
7

1

3

9
1

3
2

15

2

14

3

4
2

6
15

6

4

18

6
7

34
42
48
46
20

8
1

9
8
5

Per Cent of Personal
Income 88 Represented
~ Tax Funds for
gber Edu<'.ation
Operating Expenses
, 966-67
Nine-State Natio.nal

42

8
6
7

18
19
17
16
44
6
8
11

Source: Rankings of the States, Selected Years, Research Report 1968-Rl , National Education ASl!OCia.tion, 1968.
Appropriations of State Taz f1'unds for Operating E:i:penses of Higher Education, M. M. Chambers, 1967-68.
Openina Fall Enroll?Mnt in Higher Education, U.S. Department of HEW, Office of E<lucation, 1967-68.
Fiscal Facts for M innesotana, 1968, Minnesota T axpayers Association, December 1968.
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(I) appropriations per full-time student in four-year institutions, ( 2)
per capita state tax funds for operating expenses of colleges and universities, ( 3) per capita personal income, ( 4) per cent of personal
income as represented by state tax funds for college and university
operating expenses, and ( 5) per cent of personal income as represented by state tax funds for all higher education expenditures. National rankings of the nine states are also presented.
'While Minnesota ranks about at the mid-point of the distributions
of the nine states on the per cent of personal income which is represented by both state tax funds for operating expenses of colleges
and universities and total state tax funds appropriated for college and
university education, Minnesota ranks below the mid-point on all of
the other factors.
Rankings of sixth among the nine states and 34th among all 50
states in state appropriations per full-time student in public four-year
colleges and universities reveal that Minnesota is not providing the
level of financial support necessary for Minnesota colleges and universities to maintain programs of a quality comparable to those in leading
states.
Minnesota's strong effort to provide the funds required to meet
needs for college and university education is reflected in the fact
that Minnesota ranks higher on per capita state tax funds for college
and w1iversity operating expenses (sixth among the nine states and
18th among all 50 states ) than on per capita personal income (sixth
among the nine states 8.nd 21st among all 50 states. However, Minnesota's effort is not as great as the efforts of its neighboring states. When
compared with its four neighboring states, North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, and Wisconsin, Minnesota ranks last in the per cent of personal income represented by state tax funds for current operating
expenses of colleges and universities and fourth among the five states
in the per cent of personal income represented by total state tax
funds for higher education.
Since Minnesota ranks at about the mid-point among the 50 states
in resources (21st of the 50 states on per capita personal income), the
extent to which Minnesota provides the financial support necessary to
maintain higher education which is comparable to that offered in leading states would appear to depend heavily upon the effort which Minnesota residents wish to put forth. In view of the efforts of neighboring
states, it appears that the rate of investment in higher education could
be increased in Minnesota if the citizens of the state assign a sufficiently high priority to post-secondary education.

INCREASING THE INVESTMENT
Even if Minnesota does not make effort necessary to increase its
relative ranking on per student support of higher education, increasing
49
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enrollments and rising costs will require larger state appropriations
of funds for at least the next several biennia. The increasing propc.rtion
of college and university enrollments in the more costly graduate and
professional programs will increase the need for larger state appropriations.
The members of the Commission are firmly convinced that the
future economic and social progress of Minnesota and its residents depends heavily upon the adequacy of post-secondary education. The
members of the Commission are also firmly convinced that the people
of the state desire quality post-secondary education for Minnesota
youth. Therefore, it is without reluctance that the Commission has
made recommendations which will require larger investments of tax
funds in post-secondary education.
Implementai:ion of the Commission's recommendation that the
median faculty salaries in Minnesota public institutions be maintained
at a level equal to the third quartile on national distributions of median
faculty salaries in public institutions of similar type will require faculty
salary increases for Fiscal Year 1970 of 34 per cent for the University
o.f Minnesota, 32 per cent for the state colleges, and 29 per cent for
the state junior colleges. In order to maintain the recommended level,
an additional increase of 6.7 per cent for Fiscal Year 1971 will be
required. Detailed information on salary levels and necessary increases
appears in Appendix G.
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To upgrade the libraries of state colleges and state junior colleges
to minimum standards of the American Library Association during the
two biennia will require a continuation of present expenditure rates
for libraries, tncluding "supplements" allocated for that purpose, plus
special appropriations for the acquisition of books in the amounts
of $2,850,000 per biennium for the state colleges and $562,500 per
biennium for the state junior colleges. These figures do not include
cataloging, shelving, and processing costs. Detailed information on
expenditures necessary to correct existing deficiencies in state college
and state junior college libraries is presented in Appendix H.
Construction of buildings for the campuses of the six new junior
colleges which have been recommended will require an investment of
$9,518,000, implementation of the Commission's recommendation for
study of needs and evaluation of alternatives for meeting needs in
the seven-county metropolitan area will require an appropriation of
$50,000 for the next biennium. Campus planning based upon recommendations of the study will require an appropriation of $500,000.
Expansion of the Minnesota State Scholarship Program to provide
first year awards to 1,200 students each year of the biennium and to
renew previous awards will require an appropriation of $1,000,000 for
Fiscal Year 1970 and $1,750,000 for Fiscal Year 1971. Establishment
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of a program of grants to be awarded to disadvantaged Minnesota
youth solely on the basis of financial need, as recommended by the
Commission will require an appropriation of $600,000 for the next
biennium.
The Commission has not been given responsibility for reviewing
the budget requests of Minnesota's public institutions of higher education and has not done so. Therefore, the expenditures which are
proposed above are not directly related to requests for appropriations as submitted by governing boards for the next biennium.

THE NEED FOR BETTER INFORMATION
Although the previous data comparing Minnesota's investment in
college and university education is useful for making general observations about how favorably Minnesota's effort to support college and
university education compares with the relative efforts of other states,
this kind of data affords no indication of the amount of support which
is required to provide needed programs of adequate quality and
scope. While the comparative data suggest that Minnesota's investment
of tax funds in higher education can and should be increased, the
question of how such funds should be distributed among institutions
an.J. programs of post-secondary education remains unanswered.
During Fiscal Year 1967, total current operating expenditures in
Minnesota public colleges and universities were made at the rate of
$2,534 per full-time equivalent student, while the average amount
expended by all public colleges and universities in the nation was
$2,615. The average total current operating expenditure per full-time
equivalent student in Minnesota's private colleges was $1,879, while
the national average for private institutions was $3,414.88 Data of this
kind may suggest that the per student cost of maintaining institutions
in Minnesota is below the national average, but these data reveal
nothing about the actual costs of educating students. Total operating
expenditures in most institutions include investments in all three postsecondary functions-teaching, research, and public service-as well
as expenditures for auxiliary enterprises. The proportion of expenditures devoted to each of the three functions, however, will vary significantly among individual institutions. Moreover, expenditures to
meet the costs of the teaching function must vary according to the
proportion of students in an institution enrolled at each of the levels
of instruction-lower division undergraduate, uppe1 division undergraduate, master's degree level graduate, and doctoral level graduate
-and in each of the program areas, such as in the humanities or the
physical sciences.
In Fiscal Year 1968, Minnesota's public colleges and universities
devoted 45.2 per cent of their expenditures for educational and
88IBID.
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general purposes to the teaching function (instruction and departmental research), while 28.8 per cent was devoted to organized research, and 26.0 to the public service function. Among private institutions, 95.3 per cent went to the teaching function, 2.3 per cent to
organized research, and 2.4 to public service.a.
With the great differences between public and private institutions
of the state in the proportion of expenditures which are devoted to the
teaching function, judgments about the differential costs of educating
a student in public and private institutions cannot be made on the
basis of information derived by dividing total operating expenditures
by the number of full-time students in each type of institution. The
same problem exists in any attempt to compare costs of student education in Minnesota's public institutions with those of public institutions in other states.
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THE COST OF INSTRUCTION

,..

The per student cost of instruction in Minnesota colleges and universities has been estimated by relating full-time equivalent enrollments in the fall of 1967 to expenditures for the teaching function.
These expenditures were determined on the basis of the most accurate
information which the colleges and universities could provide for
Fiscal Year 1968. Using this method, the average per student cost in
public institutions was found to be $915, while the same cost in
private colleges was $1,318. As one might expect, there are wide
variations among the private institutions.
Per student expenditures for the teaching function in the three
systems of public colleges and universities were found to be as follows:
state junior colleges, $677; state colleges, $836; University of Minnesota, $1,111. It should be carefully noted that these figures represent
the average per student expenditure for all students at all levels and
in all programs. Since the mix of students both among levels and
among types of programs varies quite significantly among the three
public systems, direct comparisons of the cost of instruction are not
possible. Given the mix of students among the various levels of insbuction, it would appear that the costs of instruction may be quite
comparable in the three public systems. However, thorough analysis
of costs per student by type and level of program, which is not possible with the data which are presently available, could reveal significant differences among the three public college and university
systems.
Nationally, th€ ratio of costs of instruction for lower division, upper
division, master's and doctoral instruction has been estimated to be

---1810.
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1:1.5:2.5:3.5. 8G Whether expenditures for instruction in Minnesota
follow this pattern cannot be determined in the absence of data on
expenditures by level of instruction. ·

I
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IMPROVING THE BUDGETING PROCESS
In the past, very little effort has been devoted to analyses which
permit determination of the costs of educating students at different
levels of instruction ,the costs of maintaining various types of programs,
or the relative costs of providing comparable programs for comparable student-; in different educational settings or institutions. It is the
judgment of the Commission that the complex problem of meeting
the expanding needs of the state for post-secondary education with
limited funds and rising costs will require more careful analyses of
!:he costs and amounts of support necessary for maintaining quality
programs at all levels pf instruction and in dllferent institutional
settings. The amount and kind of information which presently is made
available to the governor and the legislature will not provide an adequate basis for reviewing budget requests and appropriating funds to
support post-secondary education in the fuhue.
Accordingly, the Commission recommends that the governor and
the legislature give serious consideration to establishtng a more sophisticated budgeting system which reflects as accurately as possible the
differential costs of instruction in the various program areas at each
level of instruction and the nature of actJ,vity to be supported in the
functions of research and publtc servtce. In order to facilitate implementation of this objective, the Commission, i.J.1 cooperation with institutions of the state, will strive to develop procedures for more thorough
analyses of costs and necessary levels of support.
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TUITION AND FEES
In both the public and private colleges and universities of Minnesota the cost of instruction is shared by the student and the institution.
During Fiscal Year 1968, income from tuition and fees equaled about
two-thirds, 66.1 per cent, of the total expenditures for the teaching function in private institutions and less than one-third, 27.7
per cent, of instruction costs in public institutions.at The difference
in the proportion of instructional costs being borne by the student in
the two types of institutions reflects the fact that public institutions
receive state tax funds to support current operations.
Variation among the three public college and university systems
in the proportion of instructional costs being borne by the student

I
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·S5Allan
- --Carter, "Graduate Education Rnd Research in the Decades Ahead," in Alvin C. Eurich,
ed., Campus 1980: The Shape
Delacorte Press, 19'38), p. 276.

of the Future in American Higher Education (New York:

MMinnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission, Plann1ng Report 5: Cu"ent Operat-

ing Revenues a.n d Expenditures in Minnesota Higher Education.
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is small. The per cent of expenditures for the teaching function which
is offset by income from tuition and fees in each of the systems was
as follows: state juniol' colleges, 29.4, state colleges, 28.3, and University of Minnesota, 25.4.81 While the matter of tuition and fee rates will
require continuing assessment, it is the judgment of the Commission
that students should be expected to provide a reasonable share of
funds to support instruction. The Commission believes it is reasonable
to expect students to assume about one-third of instructional costs,
not to be confused with total operating costs.
Accordingly, the Commission recommends that the policy of the
state in determining tuition and fee rates should be to expect tliat
income from tuition and fees will provide approximately one-third
of the amount expended fo1· the teaching function as represented by
direct and indirect expenditures for instruction and departmental
research.
Students under 21 years of age presently 'Pear no share of the
cost of instruction in public area vocational-technical schools. While
the Commission is not prepared at this tfrne to recommend that tuition be required in these institutions, the inconsistent policy of requiring tuition for vocational, as well as other programs, in colleges and
universities, but uot requiring tuition in area vocz.tional-technical
schools, is troubling. .The Commission is currently making a more
thorough assessment of the total problem of tuition in public institutions and is studying factors such as: ( 1) experience in other states,
( 2) implications of differential tuition policies for vocational education and other post-high school education, ( 3) availability of loans
and scholarships for. all post-high school education.
It is the judgment of the Commission that the full utilization of
state college nnd university resources throughout the entire year would
be in the best interests of the state. The Commission also believes that
more college and university students should be encouraged to take
advantage of opportunities to make progress toward completion of
their education during the summer term. Therefore, the Commission
recommends that the state's policy of requiring higher tuition rates
for summer sessions than for other terms be discontinued.
Utilization of all revenue sources which are available to the state's
public institutions will be necessary to meet rising costs. The Co;nmission recommends that the boards of all state-supported institu.tions
be encouraged and give1: the -flexibility necessary to secure funds from
federal and private sources for purposes which are consistent with the
missions of their institutions.
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Although Minnesota's public and private colleges and universities
had the advantage of federal funds in the amounts of $53 million
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in grants and $8.7 million in loans during Fiscal Year 1967, federal

funds provided only 18.1 per cent of current operatjng revenue for
public institutions and 3.7 per cent for private institutions.98 Projected
rising costs which will require an increasingly heavy state tax burden
suggest that Congress should be encouraged to provide the necessary
funds for augmenting the share of higher education costs to be
supported with federal funds. The Commission recommends that institutional officers as well as representatives of both the executive
and legis'ltztive bmnches of state government continue and increasz
their efforts to encourage 'ltzrger congressional appropriations to support ,
higher education.

FINANCING PRIVAT~ INSTITUTIONS
One of the most perlexing problems which must be faced by
Minnesota is that of financing private colleges and universities, which
currently depend upon tuition and fees for income equal to two-thirds
of their expenditures for the teaching function. While enrollments
in private institutions have grown, the proportion of total Minnesota
college and university enrollments in private institutions is declining
rapidly. Unless major sources of increased support are soon found,
rising costs, combined with their heavy reliance upon income from
tuition and fees, will cause Minnesota's private institutions to be
"priced out of the market."
The 1967 Legislature made a wise decision in establishing a state
scholarship program which provides aid for students who attend
private colleges and universities as well as those who attend public
institutions. Large increases in the a.mount of student financial aid to
be provided by the state, as recommended earlier in this document,
will be required before any substantial impact is made upon private
institutions. Even large amounts of student aid may not provirle
complete solution to the growing financial problems of the state's
private colleges and universities.
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The Commission firmly believes that the dual system, public and
private, of higher education has provided strength and diversity of
opportunities which the state cannot afford to lose. The problem is so
serious as to deserve a major share of the Commission's attention during the next biennium.
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APPENDIX A
MANPOWER NEEDS1
persons will be added to the labor force dur.ing 197080 as compared with 240,000 persons in the previous
decade. With the additions of these persons, the
Minnesota labor force will increase from 1,304,000
persons in 1960 to 1,841,000 persons in 1980, resulting
in a percentage increase of 41 per cent.

Growth of the Labor Fmce2
The labor force of the United States is expected
to increase by 22.0 per cent from 1960 to 1970. During
the decade which follows that, however, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics predicts that the per cent increase
of the U. S. labor force will be 18.1 per cent. The
labor force in Minnesota is expected to increase at a
lesser rate, 18.4 per cent, than the U. S. labor force
during the present decade, but it is expected to exceed
the rate of increase of the total labor force from 1970
to 1980 by l.l per cent. Thus, although Minnesota
will rank only 35th among the states in terms of per
cent increase of labor force from 1960 to 1970, it will
jump to 12th during the following decade. Numerous states which will record higher per cent increases
during the 1960's will drop below the rate of increase
expected in Minnesota during the 1970's.

TABLE A:I
LABOR FORCE STATISTICS
Annual Avernge in
Tbousands
1960
1970
1980
United States ... 69,877 85,257 100,670

West North
Central
Region . ... .. . 5,919

6,772

7,774

14.4

14.8

Minnesotn .. . . . . 1,304

1,544

1,841

18.4

19.2

Changes in the Characteristics of
the Labor Force

The labor force of the United States which totaled
69,877,000 persons in 1960, is expected to reach
100,670,000 by 1980. Between 1960 and 1970 it is predicted to increase by 15,380,000 persons. This growth
will be followed in the succeeding decade by an
addition of 15,413,000 persons to the national labor
force. Increases during the twenty year period in the
labor force of the West North Central region, which
includes Minnesota, will result in a gain of 1,855,000
persons.

Changes in the characteristics of the labor force
will be influenced by at least two factors: the large
numbers of young persons who are becoming of working age and the increasing numbers of women who
are seeking employment. Nearly twice as many young
persons in Minnesota will reach age 18 in 1975 as
reached that age in 1956.
TABLE A:II
NUMBER OF PERSONS REACHING
AGE 18 IN MINNESOTA

Additions to the labor force of Minnesota during
the period 1970 to 1980 will exceed those during the
previous decade. Projections indicate that 297,000
1This

Per Cent Change
1960-70 1970-80
22.0
18.1

1956. .. . .. ... . . . .40,350
1957 ...... . ..... . 41,454
1958 ... . ......... 42,954
1959 . .... . ... .... 44,866
1960 ... ..... . .... 47,507
1961. ......... . . . 52,945
1962 . . ........... 49,053
1963 .... ..... .. . . 48,785
1964 ... .. ..... . .. 51,176

material draws heavily upon Minnesota's Manpower 1960

to 1975, Report of the Minnesota Department of Employment

Security (St. Paul, 1966). Infonnation contained in the report
is cited throughout without further reference.
2The basis for these 6gures are the census figures for the re·
spective years. The labor force includes all persons classified
as employed or unemployed and also members of the Armed
Forces. Employed persons o,X)mrrise all civilians 14 years old
and older who were either (a at work-those who did any
work for pay or profit, or wor eel without pay for 15 hours
or more on a family farm or in a family business or ( b)
who held a job but were not at work and were not looking
for work but had Jobs or businesses from which they were
temporarily absent because of weather, industrial dispute, va·
cation, illness or other personnl reasons.
Persons are classified as une-~ployed if they were 14 years old
and over, not at work and looking for work, also included are
those who do not work at all and (a) were waitin~ to be called
back to a job from which they had been laid off or ( b) were
waiting to report to a new wage or salary job within 30 days,
or ( c) would have been looKing for work except that they
were temporarily ill or believed no work was available in their
line of work or in the community.

1965 ... • • ....... . 66,347
1966 .. . . ... .. .. . . 63,583
1967 ..... .. . . .. . . 61,971
1970 ....... .... .. 71,300
1972. . . .... . . . . . . 74,000
1975 ... ...... . ... 79,000
1977 .. . .. ..•.... . 80,600
1980 . ... ... .. .. . . 83,400

Because of the addition to the labor force of large
numbers of young persons, the percentage distributions among age groups of the labor forces in Minnesota and the five-county Minneapolis-St. Paul Metropolitan area (including Anoka, Dakota, Hennepin,
Ramsey and Washington counties) have both changed
and are expected to continue changing.
The percentage of the Minnesota labor force in
the age group, 14 to 19 years, is expected to increase
from 8.0 per cent in 1950 to 13.4 in 1975. Likewise, the
percentage of the labor force 20 to 24 years old will
increase over the 25 year period from 11.4 to 15.6
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The 14 to 19 age group of the Minnesota labor
force will increase 94,200, a growth of 79.4 per cent,
between 1960 and 1975. This rate of growth is over
three times greater than either the rate of growth of
that age group from l950 to 1960 or the rate of growth
of the total labor force from 1960 to 1975. Over the
25 year period, 118,900 workers will be added to the
14 to 19 age group, constituting the largest numerical
increase.

per cent. Percentages in the remaunng three age
groups will each decline. See Table A:III. A similar,
but more pronounced, pattern will exist for the five
county Metropolitan area where the percentage of the
labor force in the 14 to 19 year age group will increase
from 6.5 per cent in 1950 to 16.1 in 1975 and the percentage in the 20 to 24 year age group will increase
from 12.S to 21.9 per cent. See Table A:IV.

TABLE A:III
MINNESOTA LABOR FORCE BY AGE GROUP AND SEX 1950 TO 1975
(In Thousands)
Change

Age Groups

1950
Number Per Cent

1960
Number Per Cent

14 Years and Over. 1,182.3
14 to 19 Years....
94.0
20 to 24 Years .... 134.5
25 to 44 Years . . .. 50S.2
45 to 64 Years .... 378.2
66.4
65 Years and Over .

100.0
8.0
11.4
43.0
32.0
5.6

1,299.1
118.7
127.3
527.7
403.5
71.9

100.0
9.1
9.8
40.7
34.9
5.5

865.9
57.5
83.9
382.6
286.9
55.0

100.0
6.6
9.7
44.2
33.1
6.4

887.8
66.2
76.3
388.0
306.5
50.8

100.0
7.4
8.6
43.8
34.5
5.7

14 Years and Over. 316.4
36.5
14 to 19 Years ....
20 to 24 Years •...
50.6
25 to 44 Years •. . . 126.6
45 to 64 Years .. . • 91.3
11.4
65 Years and Over.

100.0
11.5
16.0
40.1
28.8
3.6

411.3
52.5
51.0
139.7
147.0
21.1

100.0
12.8
12.4
34.0
35.7
5.1

14 Years and Over.
14 to 19 Years ....
20 to 24 Years ....
25 to 44 Years ....
45 to 64 Years ....
65 Years and Over.

1975

1950-1960

1960-1975

Number Per Cent
Both Sexes
1,583.5
100.0
18.4
212.9
247.9
15.6
588.4
37.3
474.2
29.9
60.1
3.8
Male
1,022.9
100.0
12.~.5
12.1
15.3
157.0
411.1
40.2
28.7
293.8
37.5
3.7
Fema·e
560.6
100.0
89.4
16.0
90.0
16.2
177.3
31.6
180.4
32.2
22.6
4.0

Number Per Cent

Number Per Cent

116.8
24.7
-7.2
18.5
75.3
5.5

9.9
26.3
-5.4
3.6
19.9
8.3

284.4
94.2
120.6
60.7
20.7
-11.8

21.9
79.4
94.7
11.5
4.6
-16.4

21.9
8.7
-7.6
5.4
19.6
-4.2

2.5
15.1
-9.1
1.4
6.8
-7.6

135.1
57.3
80.7
23.1
-12.7
-13.3

15;2
86.6
105.8
6.0
-4.1
-26.2

94.9
16.0
0.4
13.1
55.7
9.7

30.0
43.8
0.8
10.3
61.0
85.1

149.3
36.9
39.9
37.6
33.4
1.5

36.3
70.3
78.2
26.9
22.7
7.1

TABLE A:IV
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL METROPOLITAN AREA LABOR FORCE
BY AGE GROUP AND SEX 1950 TO 1975
(In Thousands)
Age Groups

1950
Number Per Cent

1000
Number Per Cent

14 Years and Over . 489.2
14 to 19 Years .... 32.0
20 to 24 Years ..•. 60.1
25 to 44 Years .... 216.3
45 to 64 Years ...• 157.4
65 Years and Over. 23.3

100.0
6.5
12.3
44.2
32.2
4.8

599.1
51.6
67.6
256.5
196.1
27.3

100.0
8.6
11.8
42.8
32.7
4.6

14 Years and Over. 327.9
14 to 19 Years .... 15.7
20 to 24 Years .... 32.3
25 to 44 Years .... 151.2
45 to 64 Years ... . 110.8
65 Years and Over. 17.9

100.0
4.8
9.9
46.1
33.8
5.4

885.2
25.3
37.2
182.3
123.0
17.5

100.0
6.6
9.6
47.4
31.9
4.5

14 Years and Over. 162.7
14 to 19 Years .•.. 16.3
20 to 24 Years . ... 27.9
25 to 44 Years .. . . 65.8
45 to 64 Years .•.. 47.2
65 Years and Over.
5.5

100.0
10.0
17.1
40.5
29.0
3.4

213.9
26.4
30.4
74.2
73.1
9.8

100.0
12.3
14.2
34.7
34.2
4.6

1975
Number Per Cent
Both Sexes
830.4
100.0
134.0
16.1
181.6
21.9
289.5
34.8
200.8
24.2
3.0
24.5
Male
518.8
100.0
77.7
15.0
115.3
22.2
195.6
37.7
117.3
22.6
12.9
2.5
Female
311.6
100.0
56.3
18.1
66.3
21.3
93.9
30.1
26.8
83.5
11.6
3.7
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Change
1950-1960
1960-1975
Number Per Cent
Number Per Cent
109.9
19.6
7.5
40.2
88.7
4.0

22.5
61.3
12.5
18.6
24.6
17.2

231.3
82.4
114.0
33.0
4.7
- 2.8

38.6
159.7
168.6
12.9
2.4
-10.3

57.3
9.6
4.9
31.1
12.2
-0.4

17.5
61.1
15.2
20.6
11.0
-2.2

133.6
52.4
78.1
13.3
-5.7
-4/i

34.7
207.1
209.9
7.3
-4.6
-26.3

51.2
10.1
2.5
8.4
25.9
4.3

31.5
62.0
9.0
12.8
54.9
78.2

97.7
29.9
35.9
19.7
10.4
1.8

45.7
113.3
118.1
26.5
14.2
18.4

The most drastic change in the Minnesota labor
force will occur in the 20 to 24 age group. After a
decrease of 7/1/JO persons between 1950 and 1960,
the number of workers in the 20 to 24 age group will
increase by 120,600 persons from 1960 to 1975. The
rate of growth of this age group will be 94.7 per cent,
four times the rate of growth of the total Minnesota
labor force during the 15 year period. From 1960 to
1975, workers in the 25 to 44 age group will increase
at about one-half the rate of the total labor force,
workers in the 45 to 64 age group will increase at
about one-fifth the rate, and workers over 65 years will
decline.

and 1,500, respectively, while the number of men in
these categories will actually decrease by 12,700 and
13,300, respectively.
Although the number of women employed in the
fiv&county Minneapolis-St. Paul Metropolitan area is
also expected to exceed one-third of the labor force by
1975, the number of women to be added to the Metro·
politan labor force between 1960 and 1975, 97,700,
will not exceed the increase in men which is estimated to be 133,600. Over the 25 year period, the
increases in male and female workers in the Metropolitan axea are expected to be 190,900 and 148,900, respectively. However, the percentage increase in
women in the Metropolitan labor force during the
fifteen year period, 45.7, will be larger than the percentage increase for men during the same period, 84.7,
and also larger than the percentage increase for all
women in the Minnesota labor force during the same
period, 36.3 per cent.

The labor force of the Metropolitan area will increase 38.6 per cent between 1960 and 1970 as compared with 21.9 per cent for the labor force of Minnesota. The 14 to 19 age group of the Metropolitan
labor force will increase 159.7 per cer.t, adding 82,400
workers. During the same period, the 20 to 24 &ge
group will grow 168.6 per cent, increasing by 114,000
persons. Not unlike the pattern that will typify the
Minnesota labor force, the 25 to 44 age group ot: the
Metropolitan labor force will increase moderately by
12.9 per cent, the 45 to 64 age group will increase
only slightly by 2.4 per cent, and the 65 years and over
age group will decline.

The proportion of women who work in 1975 will
be considerably larger than the proportion who were
working in 1960. By 1975, 40.0 per cent of all women
14 years of age and ovex will be working as compared
with 34.4 per oent in 1960. Largest increases from 1960
to 1975 in the percentage of working women will occur
in the 25-44 and 45-64 year age groups where the
percentages will increase from 34.1 to 40.6 per cent
and 42.3 and 52.3 per cent, respectively.

The second factor to affect the characteristics of
the labor force will be the trend toward working
women. In 1975, women will comprise over one·
third of the labor force in Minnesota. From 1960 to
1975, the number of women workers in Minnesota will
increase at a rate which is twice as large as that for
men, 36.3 per cent as compared with 15.2 per cent.
Over the 25 year period from 1950 to 1975, the dilierence in the rates is expected to be even more extreme, 77.2 per cent increase for women as compared
with 18.1 per cent for men.

TABLE A:V
LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN IN
MINNESOTA 1960 TO 1975
M11.le

Age Group

1960

14 Years a.nd Over.•..•. 77.3%
14-19 Yea.rs ......... . .. 43.9
20-24 Years . •.......... 84.2
25-44 Years ........•.•. 95.6
45-64 yea.rs ... . ... . •. . .90.7
65 Yea.rs and Over•• • ... 31.1

During the previous decade, over four times as
many women as men joined the Minnesota labor
force, 94,900 as compared to 21,900. The difference
is not expected to be as great during the fifteen year
period ( 1960-1975) although the increase in women
will still exceed the increase in men, 149,300 to
135,100. When considered over the 25 year period,
however, the increase in women will exceed the in·
crease in men by approximate!y 87,200.

1975
78.0%
50.6
92.9
98.0
91.2
23.9

Fem a.le
1960
1975

34.4%
34.3

48.4
84.1
42.3
11.7

60
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40.0%

37.2

53.8
40.6
52.3
10.8

Changes in the characteristics of the labor force
over the years will have several implications. The 25
to 44 year age group is generally considered to con·
tain people of ideal working age and has traditionally
supplied the economy \vith many high·level workers.
However, from 1960 to 1975, this age group of the
Minnesota work force is expected to grow at a rate
one-half as fast as the total labor force. Only 79,200
workers will be added to the 25 to 44 age group over
a 25 year period, 1950 to 1975, as compared with an
addition of 232,300 persons aged 14 to 25 years during
the same period. Even the total number of workers
over 45 years of age who are added to the Minnesota

The increases in women during the fifteen year
period will be most apparent in three age groups: 25
to 44, 45 to 64, and 65 and over. !n the 25 to 44 year
age group, the increase in women will exceed the
increase in men by 14,500. In the latter two age
groups, the number of women will increase by 33,400
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labor force from 1950 to 1975 will exceed the increase
in the 25 to 44 age group by 10,500. Clearly, there will
be increased opportunities for younger and older
workers to assume the responsible positions sometimes
reserved for the middle-age group in the past. For
qualifl.ed young persons, opportunities for advancement may come much more quickly than formerly.

Industry Employment Trends
The increase in employment in Minnesota is expected to be more than three times greater during
tlie period 1960 to 1975 than it was from 1950 to
1960. The rate of increase will grow from 7.9 per cent
to 24.5 per cent so that by 1975 approximately
1,586,000 persons will be employed. The numerical
increase in the number of persons to be employed
from 1960 to 1975 will be 802,600 persons.

For unqualified young persons, the prospects may
not be so bright. Unemployment in the United States
bas fluctuated since 1948 when it was 3.8 per ceLC. It
did not rise above the 6.8 recorded~in 1958, however,
and decreased again to 8.8 per cent in 1966 and 1967.
In 1948, unemployed young persons aged 16-19
years constituted 9.2 per cent of the civilian labor
force of that age. This percentage also has fluctuated
over the years to a high of 16.8 per cent in 1961, but
in 1966 and 1967, when the unemployment rate of
the total civilian force bad returned to the level
recorded in 1948, the unemployment rate of young
persons 16-19 years old was 12.7 and 12.9 per cent,
respectively, over 8.5 percentage points higher than
the 1948 rate.

Most noticeable of the industrial employment
trends predicted to occur in Minnesota during the
pe~iod from 1950 to 1975 is the decrease in agricultural employment. In 1950, agriculture, forestry, and
fisheries represented 28.0 per cent of the state's em·
ployment. By 1960, this percentage bad dropped to
14.8 and it is expected to continue declining to 8.0 in
1975. Employment in agriculture is predicted to decrease by nearly 141,000 persons over the 25 year
period.
Substantial increases in employment are occurring
in Minnesota's nonagricultural industries, however.
During the period from 1950 to 1960, the largest
numerical increases in employment were reported in
the manufacturing, service, and government classifi·
cations, in that order. The increases from 1960-75 are
expected to be somewhat different, however. Wholesale and retail trade industries will employ the greatest additional number of persons, 97,300. Government
and service industries are expected to follow with additions of 77,700 and 61,900 persons, respectively.
Among the nonagricultural industries, only mining is
expected to decline.

The competiti0n for employment with which
young persons must contend may be ~e~eated even
more by examining the age characteristics of unemployed persons. In 1948, there were 2,276~000 unemployed persons in the United States, of which 407,000
were 16-19 years old. By 100-7, total unemployment
grew to 2,975,000 persons and the number of unemployed young persons ( 16-19) more than doubled
to 888,000. Whereas young persons aged 16-19 con·
stituted about 17.9 per cent of the unemployed population of the United States in 1948, by 1967 the per·
centage grew to 28.2.

TABLE A:VI
Year

~

]

J
]

Unemployed Persons
(In Tliousa.nds)
16-19
All
Years Old
Unemployed

1948 ........... 2,276
1949 ... . ....... 8,637
1950 ... . ....... 8,288
1951 . .••....... 2,055
1952 ... . ....... 1,883
1958 . .. ........ 1,834
1954 .... . ...... 8,532
1955 ........... 2,852
1956 . . . . ....... 2,750
1957 ........... 2,859
1958 . .......... 4,620
1959 ........... 8,740
1060 •.. . ...... . 3,852
1961 ........... 4,714
1962 ........... 8,911
1963 .......... .4,070
1964 .. . . . ...... 8,786
1965 .• • ••...... 3,866
1966 ........... 2,875
1967 . .......... 2,975

407
575
518
886
345
807
501
450
478
496
678
654
711
- 828
720
888
878
874
836
838

The greatest percentage gains recorded during the
1950's occurred in the following iodustries: (1) fl.
nance, insurance and real estate, ( 2) government, and
( 3) manufacturing. From 1960 to 1975, the construction industry is expected to increase by 61.3 per
cent. Employment in government will grow 55.9 per
cent, while employment in finance, insurance, and
real estate will grow 44.8 per cent. Employment in
mining will decrease by 23.3 per cent. See Table

Per Cent of
Total Unemployed
Aged 16-19
17.9
15.8
15.6
16.4
18.3
16.7
14.2
15.8
17.4
17.3
14.7
17.5·
18.4
17.6
18.4
21.7
23.0
26.0
29.1
28.2

A:VIL
OveA.' 64 per cent of the nonagricultural employ-·
ment growth in Minnesota between 1960 and 1975
will occur in the five-county Minneapolis-St. Paul Metropolitan area. Employment growth in the area will
represent 80.2 per cent of the increase in the manu·
facturing industry and 66.0 per cent of the increase
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TABLE A:VII

l.

MINNESOTA EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY DIVISION 1950 TO 1975
(In Thousands)

f.

Change
Industry Division

1950

1960

1975

1950-1960

Number Per Cent

Number Per Cent

Number Per Cent

Number Per Cent

1960-1975

Number

Per Cent

Total Employed •.. 1,143.4

100.0

1,233.4

100.0

1,536.0

100.0

90.0

7.9

300.6

24.5

AgricuJture,
ForAstry and
Fisheries ...•..•' 263.5

23.0

182.5

14.8

122.9

8.0

-81.0

-30.7

-'69.6

-32.7

N on¥;ricultureotal. ......

879.9

77.0

1,050.9

85.2

1,413.1

92.0

171.0

19.4

362.2

34.5

16.0
57.3
189.3

1.4
5.0
16.6

18.0
60.0
247.0

1.4
4.9
20.0

13.8
96.8
302.6

.9
6.3
19.7

2.0
2.7
57.7

12.5
4.7
30.5

-4.2
36.8
55.6

-23.3
61.3
22.5

91.7

8.0

87.1

7.1

101.4

6.6

-4.6

-5.0

14.3

16.4

230.7

20.2

248.3

20.1

345.6

22.5

17.6

7.6

97.3

39.2

36.6

3.2

50.9

4.1

73.7

4.8

14.3

39.1

22.8

44.8

156.3
102.0

13.7
8.9

200.7
138.9

16.3
11.3

262.6
216.6

17.1
14.1

44.4
86.9

28.4
36.2

61.9
77.7

30.8
55.9

/

!\fining .•......•

Construction ....
Manufacturing . .
Transportation,
Communications and
Other Public
Utilities ......
Wholesale and
Retail Trade . .
Finance,
Insurance and
Real Estate. ..
Service and
Miscellaneous.
Government . . ..

f
J

creases in the Metropolitan area, 72.5 and 63.5 per
cent, respectively. Wholesale and retail trade will
follow with 50.3 per cent growth. See Table A:IX.

in the trade industry. The following table presents
the percentages of the total increases in Minnesota
nonagricultural industries that are expected to occur
in the Metropolitan area.

Occupational Employment Trends
TABLE A:VIII
PERCENTAGE OF INCREASE IN MINNESOTA
NONAGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES TO
OCCUR IN THE MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
METROPOLITAN AREA, 1960-75

By 1975 when 1,536,000 persons will be employed
in Minnesota, the occupational mix of the labor force
will be considerably different than it was in 1950
when approximately 1,143,400 persons were employed.
Almost 15.4 per cent of the Minnesota labor force
will be engaged in positions as professional, technical,
or kindred workers in 1975 and an additional 13.6
per cent will be occupied as service workers. The
percentages of the total Minnesota labor force engaged in these occupations will increase by 5.7 and
5.5 percentage points from 1950 to 1975.

Per Cent
Industry Group
of Increase
Total Nonagricultural ................. .. ... ... ...... 64.1
Construction ...•............................•.... 59.5
· Manufacturing..•.. .. ..................... . •... .. 80.2
T ·ransportation . . .. . .... . . . .................••.... 39.2
Wholesale and Retail Trade ............... .. ...... 66.0
Finance ................................. . . .. ••.. 64.9
Service .......... . ............................•.. 63.3
Government •............................. . .. . ... 53.8

In 1975, the largest proportion of the Minnesota
labor force, 16.4 per cent, will 'oe employed as clerical
and kindred workers. Also expected to increase
slightly by 1975 are the percentages of the labor
force employed as ( 1) managers, officials, and p roprietors, ( 2) sales workers, and ( 3) craftsmen, foremen and kindred workers. The percentages of persons
employed as laborers and in farm-related occupations
will decline.

During the period 1960-1975, the largest numerical
increase in employment in the Metropolitan area is
expected to be reported by the wholesale and retail
trade industry with 64,200 persons. Following with
major increases of 44,600 and 41,800, respectively,
will be manufacturing and government. As in the state
as a whole, the construction and government indus·
tries are expected to show the greatest percentage in-

In the Metropolitan area, almost 40 per cent of the
labor force in 1975 will be classified in either of two
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will each employ at least 10 per cent of the Metropolitan labor force are: ( 1) operatives and kindred
workers, ( 2) craftsmen and kindred workers, and ( S)
service workers.

occnpational groups. It is estimated that 21.7 per cent
of the labor force will be engaged as clerical workers
and an additional 17.4 per cent as professional or
technical workers. Other occupational groups that

TABLE A:IX
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL METROPOLITAN AREA EMPLOYMENT
BY INDUSTRY DI VISION 1950 TO 1975
(In Thou sands)

I

'

Industry Group

1950
Number Per Cent

TOTAL

1975
Number Per Cent

576.1

100.0

80.5.5

100.0

10'2.8

21.7

229.4

39.8

2.5

7.9

1.4

5.2

.6

-3.8

-82.5

-2.7

-34.2

97.5

568.2

98.6

800.3

99.4

106.7

23.1

232.1

40.8

25.6
121.1

5.4
25.6

30.2
156.3

5.2
27.1

52.1
200.9

6.5
24.9

4.6
35.2

18.0
29.1

21.9
44.6

72.5
28.5

49.9

10.5

51.1

8.9

56.7

7.0

1.2

2.4

5.6

11.0

114.8

24.3

127.7

22.2

191.9

23.8

12.9

11.2

64.2

50.3

25.4

5.4

35.6

6.2

50.4

6.3

10.2

40.2

14.8

41.6

77.3
47.4

16.3
10.0

101.5
65.8

17.6
11.4

140.7
107.6

17.5
13.4

24.2
18.4

31.8
38.8

89.2
41.8

38.6
63.5

No~ieulture-

otal. ..... 461.5

The occupational groups that will require the
largest numerical increases in personnel throughout
Minnesota during the period 1960 to 1975 are profes·
sional and technical workers, clerical workers, antl
service workers. These same classifications showed
the greatest numerical increases between 1950 and
1960. From 1960 to 1975, an additional 89,900 prcr
fessional and technical workers, 74,000 clerical work·
ers, and 67,&XJ service workers will be needed. Personnel increases for these classifications over the 25
year period are expected to be 136,800, 118,700, and
104,800, respectively. Decreases over the same period
of 186,200 and 7,200 are expected for laborers and
farmers and farm workers, respectively.

TABLE A :X
PERCENTAGES OF MINNESOTA AND
METROPOLITAN LABOR FORCES IN
EACH OCCUPATION, 1950, 1960, 1975
Occupational
Group

TOTAL

Change
1950-1960
1960-1975
Number P er Cent
Number Per Cent

100.0

EMPLOYED ..... 473.3
Agriculture,
Forestry and
Fisheries ..... 11.7

Construction..
Manufacturing
Transportation,
Communications and
Other Public
Utilities ..•.
Wholesale and
Retail Trade
Finance,
Insurance
and Real
Estate .....
Service and
Miseellaneous ........
Government ..

1960
Number Per Cent

Per Cent Distribution
Minnesota
Metropolitan
1950 1960 1975
1950 1960 1975

EMPLOYED ..... 100.0 100.0 100.0
Professional,
Technical and
Kindred
Workers .•. . .. 8.7 11.9 15.4
Managers,
Officials and
Propriet.ors ... 8.9
9.0
8.7
Clerical and
Kindred
Workers ... ... 12.0 14.4 16.4
Sales Workers ..• 7.2
7.7
8.0
Craftsmen,
Foremen and
Kindred
Workers ...... 12.6 12.6 12.8
Operatives and
Kindred
Workers ...... 14.0 14.7 18.6
Service Workers. 9.1
11.5 18.6
4.0
3.1
Laborers .... •.. 4.9
Farmers, Farm
Managers,
Laborers and
Foremen. . . . . ZJ,,7
14.6
8.0

100.0 100.0 100.0

11.2

14.5

17.4

9.8

9.2

8.8

19.3
9.0

20.5
9.2

21.7
9.0

15.1

14.1

13.3

17.6
10.7
4.8

15.9
11.3
4.1

13.7
12.5
3.0

2.4

1.3

0.6

Those same occupational groups that will report
the largest numerical increases in personnel in Minnesota between 1960 and 1975 are also expected to
record the largest rates of growth. The number of
professional and technical workers will increase by
61.2 per cent at a rate more than two and one-half
times greater than the rate a~ which the total labor
force will incr~ase, while service workers will gain by
47.6 per cent The rate of increase for clerical workers
is expected to be 41.7 per cent
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be employed, 229,400 persons will find positions in
the Metropolit?.n area. Over 76 per cent of the increase
in clerical workers in Minnesota during the 15 year
period will be in the Metropolitan area. Similarly, persons in the Metropolitan area will constitute 68.3 per
cent of the increase in operatives, 67.5 per cent of the
increase in sales personnel, 63.1 per cent of the increase in professional and technical personnel, and
61.9 per cent of the increase in craftsmen, foremen,
and kindred workers.

Personnel increases in the Minneapolis-St. Paul
, Metropolitan area are expected to account for almost
. 76 per cent of the increase in the Minnesota labor
force from 1960 to 1975. Of the 802,600 persons to

TABLE A:XI
CHANGES IN THE LABOR FORCE BY
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP, 1960-1975
Changes in
Minnesota
Labor Force
Per
Number Cent

Occupational
Group

TOTAL EMPLOYED .. 302.6
Professional,
Technical and
Kindred Workers ... 89.9
Me.n~rs, Officials
and roprietors ..... 31.0
Clerical and Kindred
Workers ........... 74.0
Sales Workers ........ 29.2
Craftsmen, Foremen
and Kindred
Workers ........... 42.0
OIJire.tives and
,.. indred Workers ... 27.8
Service Workers ...... 67.3
Laborers ............. - 1.1
Farmers, Farm
Managers, Laborers
and Foremen ....... -57.4

24.5
61.2

Changes in
Metropolitan
Labor Force
Per
Number Cent
229.4
39.8

During the period 1960-1975, the number of professional and technical workers in the Metropolitan
area will increase by 56,700, the number of clerical
workers will increase by 56,400, and the number of
service workers will increase by 85,400. The rate of
growth for each of these occupational groups during
the 15 year period will be 67.9, 47.6, and 54.2 per cent,
respectively.

56.7

67.9

29.0

18.0

34.0

41.7
31.0

56.4
19.7

47.6
27.3

27.1

26.0

32.1

Work and Education

15.3
47.6
- 2.2

19.0
35.4
0.8

20.8
54.2
3.4

-31.8

- 2.6

-35.1

Some infonnation may be shed upon the role
which education plays in determining the employment
potential of members of the labor force by examining
both the relationship between education and income

FIGURE A:l
LIFETIME INCOME OF MEN, BY YEARS OF SCHOOL
COMPLETED: UNITED STATES, 1966
Elementary school:
Less than 8 years
8 years

$247,000

High school:
1 to 3 years

$284,000

4 years

$341,000

College:
1 to 3 years

$5os,ooo

4 years

$5s7,ooo

5 or more years

$6oO 000
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, Bureau 9f the Census,
Lifetime lnc0111e and Educational Attainment of Males in the
United States: 1~56 ·to 1,66
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A study of the median years of school completed
by persons in various occupational groups presents
some information concerning the relation of education
and type of employment. Whereas the median years
of school ccmpleted by persons employed in profes·
sional and technical positions in 19615 was 16.3, the
median for unskilled workers was almost seven years
less, 9.5. The median years of school oompleted by
persons engaged as proprietors and managers or as
clerical and sales workers was nearly four years
higher than that for farmers and farm workers. For
skilled workers, the median was two years higher
than the median for unskilled workers.

and the relationship between education and type of
employment. The Bureau of Census reports that re·
cent trends in annual income demonstrate the finan·
cial advantages of a good education. Although the
income of all segments of the population has grown
from 1961 to 19615, the greatest increases have occurred at the higher educational levels. The average
income of a college graduate has increased by $1,800
from 1961 to 1965, from $9,300 to $11,100. Tr··~ in·
crease in average income for a high school graduate
over the same period was $1,600, from $5,900 to
$7,500. For an average male elementary school graduate 25 years of age or over, the increase was not nearly
so large. His average income increased by only $700,
from $4,200 to $4,900.

The preceding table also shows that the median
number of years of education completed by persons
in each of the occupational groups, with only one
exception, has increased from 1959 to 1965. It is

Lifetime income, of cow:se, reflects the differences
in annual income as they accrue over the years. The
lates~ estimates by the Bursau of Census of the lifetime income of men by years of school completed also
seem to show that educational attainment is closely
related to a person's income. The following chart
indicates that from age 18 onward an average elemen·
tary school graduate will earn approximately $247,000;
a high school graduate, $341,000; a college graduate,
$508,000; and a person with one or more years of
graduate study, $587,000.

TABLE A :XIII
EDUCATIONAL DISTRJBUTION OF
EMPLOYED WORKERS 18 YEARS OLD
AND OVER IN THE UNITED STATES BY
MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL GROUP,
MARCH, 1965

An average college graduate can expect an income
that is 50 per cent greater than the income of a
high school graduate who fails to enter college and
more than twice as large as the income of a man who ·

People Who Work in
These Occupations

TABLE A:XII
MEDIAN YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED
OF THOSE OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE
WORKING IN THE UNITED STATES
1959 AND 1965
Years
Occupational Group

Kind of Education
Per Cent
~Than
With
Some
College
High School High School
Gradu9.tion Graduatio.n Education

All Occupational Groups .... 42%

36%

23%

Total White Collar . . •. . . . • . 19

40

41

Professional and Technical . . 5

19

76

Proprietors and Managers••. 29

37

34

Clerical and Sales . •...•. . . . 22

55

24

Total Blue Collnr . . .. . ..... 60

33

6

Craftsmen .. ••.•.. . .. . .... 53

38

10

5
5

Operatives . •.. .. . . .. . . . ... 63

33

1959

1965

Laborers •. ••.•. . . .. . ..... . 71

24

All Occupational Groups .. .. . . . . .. . . .. ........ 12.0

12.2

Service ..•. . •..•.. . . .. . ... 61

32

8

Professional and Technical. .. ..... . ..... .. ... . 16.2

16.3

Farmers and Farm Workers.72

22

6

Proprietors and Managers .... . .. .. ... ... .. .. . 12.4

12.6

Clerical and Sales . ... . ... .. .. .. ... ...... . . .. . 12.5

12.5

Skilled .... . .. . . .. .... .. . .... .. .. . ... ....... 11.0

11.7

Semi-skilled ....... . .. ..... .. . .. . . . .. . ... . .. . 9.9

10.6

Service . .... . .. . . ....... .. . . . .. . . .. . ........ 9.7

10.8

Unskilled. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.6

9.5

Farmers and Farm Workers ....... . . ... . .. .•. . 8.6

8.7

completes only the eighth grade. The remuneration
of a person who has completed five or more years of
college is likely to be more than thl·ee times that of
an elementary school drop-out

expected that these increases will become even more
pronounced in corning years as those persons who eliltered the labor force when post-secondary education
was not as common as it is today will retire.
The percentage of persons in each occupational
group with various levels of educational l,ackground
are reported in the preceding tabie. In 1985, 76 per
cent of the workers in that occupation which is ex· · pected to require the largest numerical increases in
personnel, professional and technical workers, had
some college education. Approximately 24 per cent of
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_The occupational groups which will provide the
most opportunities for employment between
1960 and 1975-professional and technical workers, clerical workers, and service workers-also,
by and large, require persons with college or
vocational education.

the persons engaged in clerical or sales positions
also reported some college education, while 34 per
cent of the persons in proprietory or managerial positions reported some college education. Again, there
are indications that the proportion of persons in these
occupations that will require post-secondary education in the future will increase.

_ _E_.conomic advantage to the individual in terms
of annual and lifetime income appears to be
directly related to educational attainment.

Some Implications for Education
The implications for education of labor force and
employment trends are numerous. Careful consideration must be given to the manpower needs of Minnesota before comprehensive planning to meet the
educational needs of the citizens of Minnesota can
proceed effectively.

In order that comprehensive planning for the future needs of Minnesota higher education shall reflect
the manpower trends of the State, the following policies are suggested:
-Young persons should be discouraged from terminating their education and entering the labor
force until such time as they are prepared to
receive meaningful employment, both in terms
of economic and personal satisfaction.

Among the trends which must be considered as
plans for higher education develop are the following:
--Young persons are rapidly becoming an increasingly larger proportion of the total population
and of the labor force as well.

_ _Women should be encouraged to receive education and training that will qualify them for
entry and re-entry into the labor force in accordance with the pattern that has characterized
their employment

_ _ Qualified young persons will continue to be
challenged with employment and advancement
opportunities.
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_ _Unqualified young persons will likely face unemployment or interrupted employment because
of their lack of preparation.

--Priority should be given to the need for training
and retraining of older persons to help them
keep up to date on the new skills needed bec:ause of changing technology.

_ _The industries that are expected to add the
largest numbers of persons between 1960 and
1975-trade, government, service, manufacturing,
and construction-for the most part, require per•
sons with post-secondary training or education.

--8tate and local government must be committed
to providing the best instructional opportunities
for all persons seeking to increase or improve
their working skills.

I
I

~
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.APPENDIX B
PROGRAM REVIEW AND COORDINATION

,...

PROGRAM REVIEW AND COORDINATION
This statement concerns the recommendation that
plans for new programs to be instituted by public
post-secondary institutions should be presented in ad·
vance to the Higher Education Coordinating Commission for review. Since the suggestion would involve
extending or expanding the Commission's present responsibility, it might be useful to consider the ques·
tion of program review in terms of its relevance and
appropri2teness to the concept of co0rdination, particularly coordination by a "coordinating agency."

Three earlier movements aimed at providing more
effective coordination of higher education preceded
the more recent trend of establishing formal state coordinating agencies: ( 1) the single governing board,
( 2) informal voluntary coordination, and ( 3) group·
i.!lg institutions under a small number of governing
boards.
The first movement aimed at more effective coordination of higher education appeared with the
establishment of single governing boards charged
with responsibility for operating all public institutions
within a state. While 13 states established single
boards of control before 1940, it has been observed
that "the movement, if such it could be called, toward
'one big board and no others' had practically spent
itself by 1940.w.i Both Arizona and New Jersey established single governing boards in 1945, hut no other
state has followed the earlier trend since 1939. In
more recent years, opposition to the single governing board concept has been reported frequently.

The growth and increasing complexity of post·
secondary education, along with general agreement on
its importance to the well-being and progress of both
the individual and society, have stimulated recognition that a state has an interest in higher education
which extends well beyond an interest in individual
institutions or systems of institutions. This recogni·
tion has led to efforts to provide more effective coordination of higher education, usually (in recent years )
through establishing an agency which has as its primary purposes ( 1) coordinating higher education
institutions and activities in a state, ( 2) planning for
the meeting of present and future needs fur the serv·
ici:is of higher education on a comprehensive and statewide basis, and ( 3) maintaining some statewide programs which are reLvant to all or most institutions in
a state.

The failure recently of the single board concept to
gain acceptance among the states as the agency for
statewide coordination is attributed chiefly to the
general aversion to rigid centralization and also to
the preference for the coordinating board. As
noted, the threat of establishing 'one big board' has
been the primary factor in the creation and maintenance of the voluntary systems. The single board
has been vigorously opposed by most educators
who see a leveling and averaging of all institu·
tions under its control.8
For a time, it appeared that coordination could be ac·
complished through informal voluntary arrangements
with no statutory basis. However, only Indiana and
New Hampshire continue to strive for coordination
through voluntary arrangements, while all other voluntary arrangements have been replaced with a statutory
coordinating agency. Many serious students of higher
education, including T. R. McConnell, have reluc-tantly reached the conclusion that voluntary arrange·
ments do not adequately meet the need for coordina·
tiou.

In most instances, emphasis has been placed upon
coordination, with planning and maintaining state·
wide programs bPing viewed as necessary or desirable
related activities. While a coordinating agency may be
described as bringing about coordination, it is more
likely that establishing a coordinating agency provides
for a more rational basis and a more systematic approach to coordination and, hopefully, more desirable
results, both in effectiveness of the total program of
higher education and in economy of effort. That some
kind of coordination takes place in the absence of a
coordinating agency is evident:
Coordination takes place whether or not a formal
structure for it exists. In the absence of a coordinating board, decisions and allocations aie made
by the governor, by the legislature, or by a state
agency that has some primary function other than
hlclier education. An effective coordinating board
offers the advantage of providing a balanced view
of che needs of the state and the resources of the
state.1

I have come reluctantly to the conclusion that vol·
untary coordination is inadequate and ineHective.
I am in favor of the greatest possiole degree of
institutional autonomy, and I deplore the kinds of
detailed regulations and controls that are increas·
2

M. M. Chambers, Voluntary Statewide Coordination In Publlo
Higher Education, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan,
1961), p. 60.
9
Lyman A. Glennyt_'~State Systems and Plans for Higher Edu·
cation", in Logan Wilson, ed., Emerging Patterns in American
Higher Education (Washington: American Council on Edu·
cation, 1965), p. 90.

1

0tis Singletary and Har_ry A. Marmion, "Higher Education," in
Frank Smothers, ed., The Book uf the States (Chicago): The
Council of State Governments, 1968), p. 295.
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nating board with major duties of interinstitutional
programming, budget coordination, and long-range
planning.6
The above recommendation for the "'ideaf' ar·
rangement suggests that a coordinating agency should
have responsibility in the areas of programs, budget,
and planning. This concept of the appropriate functions for a statewide coordinating agency would appear to have been generally accepted and widely
implemented. A very recent report presents the ob·
servation that, while functions which are performed
by coordinating agencies in order to accomplish
coordination of higher education are varied, "certain
functions g.ppear to be in some degree common to
all: program review, budget review, and long-range
planning."1

ingly being imposed externally on public institu·
tions by governmental agencies and internally by
their own administrations. Nevertheless, I am convinced that the essential outlines of the d~velop·
ment of public institutions and public systems of
higher education must be subject to the sanction of
a coordinating body and responsive to an agency
charged with planning a comprehensive statewide
educational program!
The third general coordination movement took the
form of grouping several institutions, usually institu·
tions of similar type or institutions within a specified
geographical area, under one governing board. This
approach reduced the number of public governing
boards to a total of something between two and five
and was often more favorably received than was the
single governing board approach. Some weaknesses
of relying upon boards which govern a number of insti·
tutions without a single statewide coordinating agency
were reported in a 1960 U. S. Office of Education
study, as follows:

If a coordinating agency is to meet the need for
coordination more appropriately and effectively than
would the arrangements which emerged in the three
earlier movements toward coordination, the responsibilities of the coordinating agency must be defined
in sucll a way as ( 1) to avoid centralized control and
uniformity which make a single governing board for
all institutions an unacceptable approach, ( 2) to
provide the comprehensive concern which extends
beyond the concern of any governing board which
controls several, but not all, publicly-supported institutions, and ( 3) to achieve greater effectiveness than
has been demonstrated under informal, voluntary
coordinating arrangements. In brief, the powers o,f
a coordinating agency must be sufficiently limited to
assure autonomy in the operation of institutions, but
a coordinating agency must have enough responsf·
bility to assure that it coordinates in fact as well as
in name. If a coordinating agency has too much
power, it may assume a role which should be reserved
for governing boards. If it has too little responsibility
and authority, it may never focus meaningfully upon
matters which determine the direction of develop·
ments among the several components of higher education, and the burden of coordination will continue
to fall upon the legislature or othe1 state agencies.
To many who engage in the study of higher education, program review, budget review, and long-range
planning represent both the minimum and the maxi·
mum limits of responsibility and authority which are
desirable and appropriate for a coordinating agency,
while others contend that such an agency also should
"be given the authority to approve or disapprove
major proposals for the construction or conversion
of educational buildings,"11

The question then arises: What organizational pat·
tern should be adopted where large numbers of
institutional units exist now or are likely to de·
velop in future years?
One possibili!Y is to create a series of governing·
coordinating ooards, each over a number of insti·
tutional units. This has occurred in Minnesota,
Oklahoma, Virginia, Wisconsin, Texas and Utah.
These states, however, have created statewide
coordinating boards over all governing or governing-coordinating boards, with the exception of
Minnesota. (Note: The Higher Education Coordinating Commission had not as xet been established
at the time of the U. S. Office of Education study.)
This suggests that a plan of systems of colleges
under autonomous or uncoordinated governing·
coordinating boards may be less than fully ef·
fective in meeting the total educational needs of
a state. For one thing, it may leave gaps in_the
effort toward coordination because of the location
or variety in number of institutions under the
board. Another result might be the development
of 'educational empires• which contribute actually
to a greater need for coordination.11
The "ideal" arrangement as recommended in the
U. S. Office of Education study is as follows:

If a fresh start could be taken in a state having
nine or more public colleges, the authors would
argue for a system to place each institutional unit,
whether a two-year college or a four-year institu·
tion or a complex university, under its own govern·
ing board, and over this board, a statewide coordi·
'T. R. McConnell, "The Coordination of State Systems of

Higher Education," in Logan Wilson, ed., Emerging Pattern&

In American Higher Education, p. 140.

S. V.

V. Hollis, p. 49.

8
Mortorana and Ernest
1 0tis Singletary and Harry A.
8 T. R. McConnell, p. 139.

'S. V. Mortorana and Ernest V. Hollis State Board Responslbl8
for Higher EducatiOJ1! U. S. Office of Education, Circular No.
619, (Washington: \;OVemment Printing Office, 1960), p. 49.
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It is through the conducting of activities which
comprise programs that educational institutions executt) or implement their respective missions. Such
programs comprise three general functions of higher
education-instruction, research, and public servioeeach of which may be performed to some degree by
any post-secondary educational institution, depending
upon the mission of the institution and the availability
of resources.

ities of institutions and the direction of institutional
efforts. The Commission will be best able to fulfill
its legislative charge to develop plans and programs
to meet the needs of the people of the state for higher
education, when it is informed about and involved
with the program plans of post-secondary educational
institutions. Unless Commission responsibilities include program review, the danger exists that, while
the Commission concerns itself with larger and certainly important questions, those policy matters which
most directly affect the future of post-secondary edu·
cation and its service to the people-program planning
and budgeting-will continue to be decided by the
four public boards of control, the Budget Division,
and the legislature, and the Commission will have
relatively little influence upon what really happens in
Minnesota higher education.

In Minnesota higher education, the structure for
coordinating program developments is well defined
for four groupings of public institutions. The University Board of Regents coordinates programming for
four campuses under its control; the State College
Board coordinates the six institutions for which it has
operational responsibility; the State Junior College
Board approves and coordinates programming in 17
institutions; and the State Board of Education coordinates programming in 26 area vocational-techID,
··' cal schools. However, the only authority for coordinat. ing programming among the four components or systems of public post-secondary education rests with
the State Budget Division and the legislature as part
of thd budgeting process. Whatever program coordination which occurs as part of the budgeting process
tends to be both indirect and incomplete. Budgets of
area vocational-technical schools are not reviewed,
and there is no systematic procedure for assessing
program duplication or compatibility as part of the
budgeting process.

The general need for mandatory program review
as a basis for effective coordination has been summar.i:z:ed as follows:
It seems axiomatic that no state now possesses or

will acquire resources that would justify the unnecessary duplication of costly forms of specialized education. It is also increasingly evident that
the unnecessary duplication of eoucational programs can only lead to educational enfeeblement
. . . I can only conclude that there should be
some differentiation of responsibilities among pub·
lic higher education institutions and a distribution
or allocation of programs relevant to these functions. This would, in turn, seem to entail efficient
allocation of financial resources if educational op·
portunities of appropriate scope and quality are to
be provided for the growing proportion of youn~
people who will continue their formal education
beyond the high school. Purely voluntary coordinating agencies are likely to be basically inade·
quate to this complex task. Five years ago there
may have been some exceptions to this generalization. Today there are few, if any.9
There seems little doubt that coordination of program offerings is essential to effective coordination of
higher education. It also would seem that the func·
tions of program planning and review are consistent
with the basic charge to the Commission and that
responsibility for reviewing new programs would facilitate the Commission's focusing more directly and
more effectively upon the real substance of Minnesota higher education. Program review has become
a typical function of coordinating agencies.

Not all new programs are specifically proposed as
new program.5· ~n the budgeting process. The exceptions in the pr~sent structure are that any institution
for which aid iS desired for supporting terminal vocational or teclfnical programs must have such a program approved. by the State Board of Education, an
institution need not secure this approval if no aid is
requested, and programming plans may be presented
for information and discussion to the Higher Education Coordinating Commission. Presentation of plans
to the Commission is. not required and tends not to
be customary. The absence of agreement on any responsibility of the-'Commission to review program
plans makes presentation to, and discussion by, the
Commission somewhat awkward.
The present arrangement clearly provides no structure for effective program coordination. Also related
is the question of the extent to which the Commission
can exert a positive and useful influence on Minnesota post-secondary education, unless the Commis·
sion's responsibilities are defined in such a way as
to focus attention more directly upon emerging activ-

While responsibility for program coordination
usually is defined to include programs which comprise all three functions of higher education ( instruction, research, and public service) it is recommended
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---"T. R. McConnell, p. 188.
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procedure. The need for the opportunity to discontinue existing programs in reviewing proposed new
programs has been clearly explained by Professor
McConnell:

that, while the Commission should be concerned with
the proportion of institutional effort to be devoted
to each of the three basic functions and with similar
matters which relate to institutional missions, the Commission shouid, at least for the immediate future, have
responsibility for reviewing and approving only those
new programs which comprise the function of instruction. Instruction is the largest of the three functions, in terms both of cost to the state and service
to the people. Limiting the responsibility only to
review of instructional programs would reduce the
burden upon the Commission and probably would
facilitate effective performance of the new responsibility.

A coordinating board should also have the authority to discontinue educational programs. Such
power may save the board from being confronted,
as is now often the case, with what amounts to a
fait accompli, that is, with a request to give approval to a program or curriculum on t.he grounds.
that the institution already offers all or nearly all
the necessary courses. If the authority to discontinue programs does not control this sort of academic one-upmanship some continuing review of
course offerings may become essential.1°
In implementing the responsibility for program
review, the Commission should encourage plans to
be presented as early as possible in order that those
involved in planning not waste effort needlessly. This
can be accomplished through a procedure for a preliminary review as a result of which the Commission
should either ( 1) encourage continued planning and
submission of a proposal for final review, or (2)
indicate reservations which may cause the Commission not to grant approval at the time of final review.

While the Commission could assume responsibility
for program review as part of its charge to study
higher education and to develop plans and programs
to meet the needs of the state, provided that the four
public boards of control were to cooperate, a more
straight-forward approach would be to amend the
legislation to assign the new responsibility to the
Commission. Therefore, it is recommended that the
Commission propose the introduction and passage by
the 1969 Legislature of a bill which amends Minnesota Statutes 136A.04 by adding subsection ( d) to
read as follows: "review and express approval or disapproval upon all plans and proposals for new or miditional programs of instruction or substantial changes
in existing programs to be established or offered by
or in the University of Minnesota, the State Colleges,
the State Junior Colleges, and public area vocationaltechnical schools, and periodically review existing
programs offered in or by the above institutions and
to recommend discontinuing or modifying any existing program, the continuation of which is judged by
the Commission as not being in the best interests o{the state; the Commission, in its biennial report to
the legislature, shall indicate those programs which
have been approved, disapproved, or established and
continued without Commission approval." While this
amendment would not legally prohibit the establish·
ment of a new program without approval by the Com·
mission or infringe upon the constitutional immunity
of the University Board of Regents or upon any legal
rights of other boards, it would establish legislative
intent that programs be reviewed and coordinated by
the Commission.

For preliminary review, the institution or board
which proposes a new program should be expected
to provide only minimal information, such as the need
for the program, the general nature of the program,
the scope of the program, and the kinds and levels
of students for which the program will be intended.
For final review, program proposals should include
information about:
1. Need for the program.
2. Program objectives.
3. Program content
4. Number and kinds of students to be served
initially and as the program is developed.
5. Relationship of the program to existing programs.
6. Staff, equipment, and facilities which will be
needed to initiate the program and to maintain
the program in future years.
7. Estimated cost for establishing and maintaining the program.
In reviewing program proposals, the Commission
should attempt to assess and should base action upon
consideration of:
I. The extent to which the proposed program is
consistent with the mission of the institution by

Generally, the Commission should be concerned
with reviewing plans for new programs rather than
with judging the need to continue existing programs.
The provision providing for the possibility of recommending that programs be discontinued is included
primarily to assure success of the new program review

10'f. R. McConnell, p. 139.
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which the program is to be offered. This implies that
Commission will either agree to the mission, or role
and scope, of an institution as determined by the institution, or its governing board, or recommend some
redefinition of the mission.
II. The extent to which the proposed program duplicates existing programs or other proposed programs
and whether the nature and extent of any duplication is desirable.
Ill. The relative cost-benefit of the proposed program as viewed in terms of the total needs of and
for higher education and the probable availability of
funds to meet total needs.
For purposes of program review, "program" should
be defined to include any sequence of courses, activities, or experiences which will lead to a degree or cer-

tificate, which will be recognized or described as
providing preparation for a vocation, or which will
serve as a field of specialization or an area of cou.
centration, such as a major or minor field, in a broader
degree program. The term as defined for this purpose
should also include any degree or certificate and any
program unit such as an instructional division or department. Usually a course is one of several activities
or experiences which, in combination with other
courses, becomes part of 9. program. In these terms,
the Commission should not review courses.
A program should be considered to be new if it is
not currently offered by the proposing institution,
even though it may have been offered at some time
in the past, or if it is to be offered in a new or different
campus or location.
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APPENDIX C
RECOMMENDATIONS ON ESTABLISHING NEW JUNIOR COLLEGES

B. An institution which offers at least the first
two years of collegiate studies leading to a baccalaureate degree should be located within 20
miles of every Minnesota community with a popu·
lation of 10,000 or more.

LEGISLATIVE CHARGE
TO COMMISSION
The 1967 Legislature directed the Minnesota
Higher Education Coordinating Comroi$ion to review
potential locations of future state junior colleges and
to report its recommendations to the legislature by
December 1, 1968. The legislative charge indicated
that the Commission should determine:

C. When the peculiar characteristics of an area
clearly indicate the desirability of establishing
and supporting institutions in addition to those
established and maintained through implementation of guidelines A and B, the determination to
establish additional institutions should be based
upon the special intensity and extent of need in
the area and should be considered in the context
of the total needs of post-secondary education.

1. The effective area of service which can be effi.
ciently provided for by state junior colleges
serving as commuter institutions;
2. minimum an4 maximum recommendations for
enrollments at"State junior colleges so as to provide quality programs with operational efficiency and economy;

II. In view of the general need for post-secondary
opportunities for an increasing number of Minnesota
residents and the specific need for providing additional opportunities in certain areas of the state, the
Commission recommends that th:~ 1969 Legislature
( 1) confirm the tentative designation by the 1967
Legislature of Fairmont as the location for a new
state junior college and ( 2) designate the following
additional five communities, listed in alphabetical
order, as locations for new state junior colleges:

3. the projected demand for state junior colleges
measured against potentlhl enrollment at all
institutions of higher education, including but
not limited to, the University of Minnesota,
state colleges, and state junior colleges; and
4. recommendations as to the number and loca·
tion of state junior colleges needed in Minne·
sota through the year 2000.

a. Alexandria
b. Cambridge
c. Hutchinson
d. NewUlm

The Commission was specifically instructed to apply
the above criteria to those communities list.3d in the
report of the State Junior College Board to the 1967
Legislature and to those communities for which bills
requesting junior colleges were introduced during the
1967 Legislative Session. In addition, the Commis·
sion was dir~cted to evaluate the community-area of
Fairmont which was tentatively designated as a loca·
tion for a future state junior college.

e. Owatonna
III. Since meeting the expanding need for postsecondary education and continuing progress in making post-secondary education accessible to Minnesota
residents requires immediate action, the Commission
recommends that the 1969 Legislature provide the
State Junior College Board with the necessary direction, authorization, and resources to proceed with the
planning of campuses, the appointment of faculties,
and the construction of buildings on a time schedule
which provides for sound institutional planning and
permits all six of the new junior colleges to be fully
operational as soon as feasible, but not later than the
fall of 1974.

RECOMMENDATIONS
In keeping with its charge from the 1967 Legislature, the Commission respectfully submits the following recommendations:
I. In keeping with the view that post-secondary education should be made fully accessible to as many
Minnesota residents as practical, the Commission recommends that the following guidelines become the
policy of the state on establishing and supporting
institutions of post-secondary education:

IV. While the future need is not as yet fully demonstrated, several areas must be regarded as possible
locations for new junior colleges prior to the year
2000, and the Commission proposes to continuously
monitor and evaluate changing conditions in these
areas with a view to recommending additional state
junior colleges, if and when the future need and
feasibility of new institutions in these locations is

A. A publicly-supported institution of post-secondary education should be located within 35 miles
of every Minnesota community with a population
of 5,000 or more.
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sirable per-student investment is considered to be
400 students, and a potential enrollment of at least
500 is desirable. The scope and variety of programs
to be offered depends heavily upon the number of
students to be served.

fully demonstrated. Among these areas, in alphabetical
order, are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

East Grand Forks
Hastings-Red Wing-Wabasha
Little Falls
Montevideo
Redwood Falls
Wadena-Park Rapids-Detroit Lakes

ill. The Commission believes that, in Minnesota,
enrollment for a junior college should not exceed
5,000. When the enrollment of any junior college exceeds 2,500 students, serious consideration should be
given to the possibility of establishing an additional
institution in the area.

In addition, the Commission has proposed a special
intensive study of the peculiar needs of the Twin
Cities seven-county metropolitan area during the next
biennium. Recommendations emanating from this
study could include the establishment of additional
junior colleges as well as other types of post-secondary
institutions.

IV. The trends in population movement and redistribution which have been observed during the last
32 years will continue during the next 32 years at an
increasingly rapid rate. Thus, it is assumed that:

A. The proportion of Minnesota's total population residing in the Twin Cities metropolitan area
will increase substantially by the year of 2000
with a corresponding decrease in the proportion
of total population living in rural areas;

DETERMINATIONS AND
ASSUMPTIONS
Minnesota has established an excellent record in
making post-secondary education accessible to residents of the state by distributing a relatively large
number of post-secondary institutions throughout the
state. Many residents enjoy the advantages of two
or more publicly-supported institutions within commuting distance. If privately-supported institutions
are included, the situation is even more favorable.
Nonetheless, the need for establishing additional publicly-supported institutions is evident, both in terms
of the projected number of students to be educated in
Minnesota in the future and tl ·· present lack of adequate post-secondary opportunities within commuting
distance of some communities with relatively lar.ge
populations.

B. The number of people living on farms and in
communities of 2,500 or less in population will decrease substantially.
C. A large proportion of those residents living
outside the Twin Cities metropolitan area will
live in population "centers" or communities with a
population of at least 5,000.

D. At least 70 per cent of the population will
live in cities with a population of 20,000 or more
by the year of 2000, and more than 90 per cent
of the population will live in communities with a
population of more than 5,000.

V. Post-secondary enrollments will increase markedly by the year 2000, but the increase will not be
constant:

The following more specific determinations and
assumptions provide the basis for Commission recommendations on both policy and action relating to the
establishment of new state junior colleges:
I. While the effective service area of junior colleges
will vary among individual institutions according to
such factors as travel conditions and proximity to
other post-secondary opportunities, the general area
of effective service is considered to be the area within
a 3.5 mile radius of the institution. Previous experience
indicates that at least 70 per cent of junior college enrollments will come from within the more convenient
commuting distance of 20 miles, and that less than
seven per cent will be drawn from distances greater
than 35 miles.

A. Enrollments will rise rapidly from the 1967
total of 131,361 to a plateau of approximately
234,000 in 1980.
B. Based on present birth rates, enrollments will
decrease slightly between 1980 and 1985, but will
resume an upward trend reaching a total of more
than 271,000 by the year 2000.
C. Because of uncertainties about the birth rate,
more valid enrollment projections for the years
after 1986 cannot be made until 1972.
VI. While post-secondary opportunities should be
made as readily accessible as possible, it is not economically feasible to place all types of institutions or

II. The minimum enrollment regarded as necessary
for maintaining quality and effectiveness with de-
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all types of programs within easy commuting distance
of all residents. It follows that:
A. The number of institutions to be located in
any area must be related to the popi ation which
that institution serves. While several institutions
may be required to serve the needs of a densely
populated area, it is not feasible to establish multiple institutions in areas of more limited population.
B. The scope of program offerings at any commuter institution must be related to the population
which that institution serves. While an institution
in a densely populated area may offer a wide
variety of programs, an institution which serves
an area cf limited population can provide only
more limited progra':.11 offerings.

DISCUSSION OF
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following discussion is intended to provide a
brief summary of the results of extensive study which
led to each of the Commission's major recommendations on establishing new state junior colleges. Additional information will be supplied upon request.

RECOMMENDATION I: Policy Guidelines
All post-secondary programs which are made available within the state cannot b e duplicated to provide
all programs within commuting distance of every resident.. The impracticality is obvious in the instances
of such fields as medical education, computer programming, engineering technology, printing, Slavic
languages, and heavy operating equipment. In some
cases, the high costs of special facilities and equipment and shortages of qualified instructional per·
sonnel make the establishing of duplicative programs
economically unfeasible. In other cases, the relatively
limited number of potential students who wish to
specialize in a particular field makes effective operation of a quality program economically unfeasible.

Vll. Publicly-supported senior institutions will continue to provide commuter opportunities as follows :
A. While state colleges are not primarily commuter institutions, each of the six state colleges
and the Duluth and Morris campuses of the University will have as part of its mission the providing of appropriate opportunities to meet the needs
of commuting students within its area.
B. The Minneapolis campus of the University of
Minnesota will continue to shift its emphasis from
lower division to upper division and graduate
studies, and thus provide commuter opportunities
for only a limited number of freshmen and sophomores.

As many relevant programs as possible should be
made accessible to all potential students in the state.
Conversely, duplication of programs to provide better
accessibility without regard for program quality,
effectiveness, and costs, is, at best, unwise. Inferior
programs, no matter how accessible, are usually a
greater disservice than they are a service to students
seeking post-secondary education.

VIII. The chief purpose and advantage of junior
colleges is to provide opportunities within commuting distance of as many students as possible. It follows
that:
A. Junior colleges should be located to serve pop·
ulation centers which provide an adequate number
of students for an adequate scope of offerings of
acceptable quality.

The accessibility of instructional program opportunities is dependent to a large extent upon the
accessibility of post-secondary institutions. The greatest possible geographical accessibility to institutions
would be achieved by placing either a comprehensive
university campus or every type of post-secondary
institution within 20 miles of commuting distance
from every Minnesota resident. The impracticality
of attempting to achieve the above situation is evident.

B. Junior colleges should be located to provide
for the shortest possible commuting distance for
the largest number of persons.

Indiscriminate proliferation of institutions can be ·
even more damaging than unwarranted duplication
of programs. As unfortunate as it may seem, the geography and population distribution of the state are
such that it is not practical to provide a post-secondary
institution within commuting distance of every Minnesota resident. However, because the accesssibility of
post-secondary education is so essential to meeting the
needs of the state and its people, every feasible step
should be taken.

IX. There is an important interrelationship between
a junior college and the community in which it is
located, as follows:
A The community in which a junior rnllege is
located must normally serve as the home for the
faculty and should offer the social and living converuences needed to attract college faculties.
B. The junior college can serve as an important
cultural resource for a population center.
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It is in keeping with the view that post-secondary
education should be made as accessible as practical
that the Commission proposes the policy of some type
of public post-secondary institution within 35 miles of
every community with a population of at least 5000,
an institution which offers the first two years of study
leading to a baccalaureate degree within 20 miles of
every community with a population of 10,000 or
more, and the determination of need for additit'.'1'lll
institutions on the basis of special intensity and extent
of need in a particular area.

Staff research of factors relative to the criteria
enumerated in the legislation bas been extensive.
Among the data compiled for consideration by Commission members bas been such information as: (1)
populations of communities under consideration, ( 2)
their locations in terms of distance to current postsecondary institutions, ( 3) the populations of counties by age groups, ( 4) the numbers of high school
graduates by loca~ county, and planning area designations, and (5) information about trade centers. The
latter data, which includes such variables as (a) projected and observed growth, (b) bank deposits, loans,
.and debits, and ( c) the value of retail trade have been
used to give some indication of the economic conditions which prevail in the communities under consideration.

RECOMMENDATION II: Establishing
Six New Institutions
Two approaches were adopted by the Commission
in ordct that the responsibilities outlined in the legislation might be fulfilled as thoroughly as possible.
First, the Commission scheduled a series of public
hearings at which representatives of interested communities presented testimony relating to the need
for additional higher education opportunities in their
respective areas or communities. Second, staff members of the Commissiorn engaged in a program of research aimed at providing objective and comparable
data relative to the criteria spelled out in the legislation.

Especially necessary for assessing the future needs
of post-seconclar1 opportunities in Minnesota are the
Commission's population and enrollment projections.
These include projections by economic planning area
to the year 1980 of numbers of 18 years olds, numbers
of 18-21 year olds, and numbers of high school
graduates as well as projections to the year 2000 of the
numbers of post-secondary students to be enrolled at
various educational levels.
Briefty, the need for each of the six proposed new
junior colleges is as follows:

After all communities of the state were informed
that hearings would be held, representatives of 23
communities met with members of the Commission
to discuss their assessment of the need for additional
state junior colleges. At that time, community officials provided written and oral statements relating
to the current availability of post-secondary opportunities for the youth of their community and, especially, the availability which is deemed necessary
to meet future demands for educational opportunities
in that area. The communities which chose to make
presentations to the Commission were:

m
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Alexandria
Braham
Cambridge
Detroit Lakes
East Grand Forks
Fairmont
Fan'bault
Hutchinson
Little Falls
Long Prairie
McLeod County
(Glencoe)

Alexandria
The need for a commuter collegiate institution to
serve the needs of the area surrounding Alexandria,
Parkers Prairie, Long Prairie, and Sauk Centre is
apparent. Alexandria is the largest community in the
area and is judged by the Commission to provide the
best location in the area for a junior college. An estimated minimum enrollment of 440 students provides
adequate assurance of a successful institution. As a
junior college is developed in Alexandria, the Commission encourages exploration by the State Junior College Board, the State Board for Vocational Education
and the Alexandria officials of the possibilities for
bringing the new junior college and the Alexandria
Area Vocational-Technical School together under a
single administration.

Montevideo
Mora

New Ulm
Owatonna
Parkers Prairie
Park Rapids
Pine City
Red Wing
Sauk Centre
Sleepy Eye
Springfield
Wadena

Cambridge
Location of a junior college in Cambridge will effectively meet the needs in the areas surrounding
Mora, Pine City, and Braham, all of which have been
proposed as junior college locations. In addition, the
Cambridge institution will help to relieve enrollment
pressures in the north suburban areas. Rapid enroll-
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ment increases in Anoka-Ramsey, Lakewood, and
North Hennepin Junior Colleges confirm the expectation that all three institutions will achieve enrollments of 3,000 without meeting total needs of the ·
area within the next few years. Estimated enrollment
of a junior college in Cambridge is 425 to 500, depending upon the speci6c site to be selected.

students leaves no doubt about the potential for
effectiveness of the new institution. In addition, a
junior college in Owatonna will serve the unmet need
of Faribault, located 16 miles away, which has been
considered as a possible junior college location and
which has a population of more than 10,000 with no
collegiate institution existing within 20 miles.

Fairmont

RECOMMENDATION III: New

Fairmont qualifies as the location for a junior
college through application of policy Guideline B,
since the population of the community now exceeds
10,000, and no public collegiate institution is located
within 20 miles of the community. A minimum esti·
mated enrollment of 452 indicates the potential for a
successful junior college. In addition, a junior college
in Fairmont will help to alleviate substantial enrollment pressures on Mankato State College.

Institutions to be Operational by 1974
The substantial increases in enrollment which areexpected to occur through 1980 indicate the need for
immediate action to meet future needs. While sufficient time for sound institutional planning should be
provided, it is essential that all six of the proposed
junior colleges be fully operational by the fall of
1974.

H iitchinson
The need for establishing a junior college in
Hutchinson is suggested by policy Guideline A, since
the population of the community exceeds 5,000 ( estimated population of 6,2CJ7 in 1960). Only a small portion of McLeod County is included in the service
area of any post-secondary institution. A junior college
located in Hutchinson, which is the largest community in McLeod County, could effectively serve
the unmet need of all communities in the county,
including Glencoe which has been considered as a
possible junior college location. With an estimated
enrollment of 550, the potential effectiveness of a
junior college in Hutchinson is apparent.

RECOMMENDATION IV: Continuous

New Ulm

The Commission urges resolution of reciprocity
possi'bilities with the University of Wisconsin, River
Falls, and the University of North Dakota, Grand
Forks, so that the present needs of East Grand Forks
and Red Wing can be alleviated and the future needs
of these communities can be assessed more accurately.

Assessment of Other Possible Locations
Assuring that all needs of the state will be met
through the year 2000 would require that the Commission recommend junior colleges in addition to
those proposed ah<?ve. Since the need is not as yet
clearly demonstrated and the Commission is reluctant
to encourage the state to proceed unwisely, the Commission proposes continuously to monitor changing
needs and conditions in those areas specified in Recommendation IV and to make additional recommendations if and when the need for additional institutions is clearly demonstrated.

Application of policy Guideline B suggests the
need for a junior college in New Uhn. The estimated
1966 population of the community exceeds 12,000
and no public collegiate institution is located within
20 miles. A junior college in New Ulm would effectively serve the needs of Springfield and Sleepy Eye,
both of which have been considered as possible
junior college locations. A junior college in New Ulm
also will help to alleviate substantial future enrollment
pressures on Mankato State College. The estimated
minimum enrollment of 462 students is clearly adequate.

The Commission could justify recommending at
least one additional state junior college in the sevencounty metropolitan area. However, several proposals
for meeting future needs in the metropolitan area have
been put forth, including establishment of a new
state college, additional area vocational-technical
schools, and expamion of the service provided by the
University of Minnesota. In addition, the impact of
recently established junior colleges should be more
carefully evaluated, and the peculiar needs of a
rapidly growing and increasingly urbanized popula·
tion deserve the thorough assessment which can be

Owatonna
Owatonna clearly qualliles as the location for a
junior college under the policy Guideline B, since
the estimated 1965 population .of the community approached 15,000. An estimated enrollment of 628
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colleges as part of the comprehensive assessment of
needs and evaluation of alternatives for meeting future needs in the area.

accomplished through a special intensive study. For
these reasons, the Commission proposes the consideration of the possible need for additional junior

TABLE C:I
PROXIMITY TO CLOSEST MINNESOTA PUBLIC POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTION OF
CmES OF 5,000 OR MORE LOCATED OUTSIDE THE SEVEN-COUNTY METROPOLITAN AREA
Cities

Population

Distance

Duluth ........ ....... .. . ........ . .............. 106,884

0

Rochester. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47,797*

0

St. Cloud... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37,746*

0

Mankato ... .. ... . ... .. .. .... . ... .. . . ......... .. 28,454*

0

Austin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27,908

0

Moorhead .. .. .... .. . .................... ... .... 26,964*

0

Winona .... .. ... ...... .... ......... . ....... .. .. 26,771 *

0

Albert Lea .... .... . .. . ... .. .... . .......... ... . .. 18,454*

0

Hibbing.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,731

0

Faribault.... .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . 16,926

0

Hibbing State Junior College
Hibbing Area Vocational-Technical School
Faribault Area Vocational-Technical School

Owatonna . . . ...... . .. . .. ....... .. ........... ... 14,776*

16

Faribault Area Vocational-Technical School

Virginia ....... . .. .... ... . ... .... . . . .... ........ 14,034

0

Mesabi State Junior College

Fergus Falls . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,733

0

Fergus Falls State Junior College

Brainerd. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,898

0

Brainerd State Junior College
Brainerd Area Vocational-Technical School
Mankato State Colle~e
Mankato Area Vocational-Technical School
Southeast Metropolitan State Junior College

New Ulm.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,587*

29

Hastings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,588*
Red Wing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,528

12
38 ·

Willmar .•....... ... .... ..... ... .......... .... . . 10,417

0

Bemidji. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9,958

0

Fairmont. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9,745
9,015
9,013

30

Worthington. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cloquet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0
20

~

~

University of Minnesota, Duluth
Duluth Area Vocational-Techn.ical School
Faribault Area Vocational-Technical School

East Grand Forks......... . ..................... 7,898*
Little Falls..... ................. .... . .......... 7,551

25
31

University of Minnesota, Crookston

7,363*
Grand Rapids.......... ... . . ..... . .............. 7,265
Thief River Falls.. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,151

0

Brainerd State Junior College
Brainerd Area Vocational-Technical School
Southwest State College

0

I tasca State Junior College

0

Mankato State Colle~e
Mankato Area Vocational-Technical School

7,144

7

International Falls. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,778

0

Northland State Junior College
Thief River Area Vocational-Technical School
Hibbing State Junior College
Hibbing Area Vocational-Technical School
Rainy River State Junior College

Alexandria. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,713

0

Alexandria Area Vocational-Technical School

(continued)

..

Worthington State Junior College

University of Minnesota, Crookston

Chisholm.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

f

Willm.ar State Junior College
Willm.ar Area Vocational-Technical School
Bemidji State Colle~e
Bemidji Area Vocational-Technical School
Jackson Area Vocational-Technical School

0
12

16

Marshall. ........ .. ..... ....... ..... ..... ......

~l

Southeaot Metropolitan State Junior College

8,707
Crookston. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,546
St. Peter. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,484
North.field.... . .. .. .. . ... .. .... . .. .. . ......... ..

j

Institution
University of Minnesota, Duluth
Duluth Area Vocational-Technical School
Rochester State Junior College
Rochester Area Vocational-Technical School
St. Cloud State Colle~e
St. Cloud Area Vocat1onal-Tec.hnical School
Mankato State College
Mankato Area Vocational-Technical School
Austin State Junior Coll~ge
Austin Area Vocational-Technical School
Moorhead State College
Moorhead Area Vocational-Technical School
Winona State Colle~e
Winona Area Vocat1onal-Technical School
Albert Lea Area. Vocational-Technical School
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TABLE C:I
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PROXIMITY TO CLOSEST MINNESOTA PUBLIC POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTION OF
CITIES OF 5,000 OR MORE LOCAT ED OUTSIDE THE SEVEN-COUNTY METROPOLITAN AREA

TI

Cities

Population

North Mankato......... . .... . ..................

6,618*

Insti t u ti on

Distance
1

Hutchinson. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6,207

48

Shakopee.......................................

6,294*

13

Waseca. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6,102*

26**

Detroit Lakes.............. . ................. . . . 5,978*

0

Eveleth.. . ............ . .. . .... .. ............ . .. 5,721

Mankato State Colle~e
Mankato Area Vocational-Technical School
Willmar State Junior College
Willmar Area Vocational-Technical School
Normandale State Junior College
Mankato State Colle~e
Mankato Area Vocat1onal-Technical School
Detroit Lakes Area Vocational-Technical School
Eveleth Area Vocational-Technical School

Montevideo.. . ..................................

5,693

0
13

Ely....... . ....................................

5,438

0

Vermilion State Junior College

Pipestooe.......................................

5,324

0

Pipestone Area Vocational-Technical School

Litchfield........ . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5,078

27

Granite Falls Area Vocational-Technical School

Willmar State Junior College
Willmar Area Vocational-Technical School

~J
l

D
I

j

d

'

*1965 census figures. All other population figures are 1960 census.
• •A two-year agricultural technical institute has been recommended to replace the secondary program of the Southem School of
Agriculture.

....
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TABLE C:II
PROXIMITY TO DEGREE-GRANTING INSTITUTIONS OF MINNESOTA CITIES OF
10,000 OR MORE LOCATED OUTSIDE THE SEVEN-COUNTY METROPOLITAN AREA
Cities

Population
Distance

Proximity to Minnesota Public
Degree-Granting I nstitution
Institution

Duluth ..... . .......... 106,884
Rochester ............. 47,797*
St. Cloud .............. 37,746*
Mankato .............. 28,454*
Austin. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 27,908
Moorhead ..•.......... 26,964*
Winona ............... 26,771 *
Albert Lea.......•..... 18,454*
Hibbing . .... . ......... 17,731
Faribault. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,926

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
37

University of Minnesota, D uluth
Rochester State Junior College
St. Cloud State Junior College
Mankato State College
Austin State Junior College
Moorhead State College
Winona State College
Austin State Junior College
Hibbing State Junior College
Normandale State Junior College

Owatonna ....•........
Virginia . . .............
Fergus Falls ...........
Brainerd. . . • .. . .. .. .. .

14,776*
14,034
13,733
12,898
New Ulm .............. 12,587*
Hastings . ............. 10,588*
Red Wing . .. . .. .. . .. .. 10,528

34
0
0
0
29
12
38

Austin State Junior College
Mesabi State Junior College
Fergus Falls State Junior College
Brainerd State Junior College
Mankato State College
Southeast Metropolitan State Jr. College
Southeast Metropolitan State Jr. College

Willmar ... ............ 10,417

0

Willmar State Junior College

•1955 census figures. All other population figures are 1960 ceoaua.
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P roximity to Other Degree-Gran ting
fnstitution, If Closer
D istance
I nstitution

0
16

Lea College
St. Olaf College,
Ca.rleton College

31

0

D r. Martin Luther College

25

Wisconsin State University
River Falls

:i ~
~
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""
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APPENDIX D
PROPOSAL FOR PROGRAM CHANGE AT THE
SOUTHERN SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE, WASECA

J
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A PROPOSAL FOR PROGRAM CHANGE AT THE
SOUTHERN SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE, WASECA
BACKGROUND: The Regents of the University of
Minnesota were requested by the 1967 Legislature in
Chapter 868, Section 4 of the 1967 Laws of Minnesota, to study all aspects of the future status of the
Southern School of Agriculture and to make recommendations in cooperation with the State Junior
College Board and the Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating Commission. In accordance with this
charge, the University of Minnesota conducted a
study which concluded that the most appropriate use
of the Southern School facilities would be to house
an institution offering collegiate-technical programs in
agriculture.

agricultural industry as the most viable of the six
or more alternative uses of the facilities which were
explored;
WHEREAS, that area or segment of the agricultural education to which reinforcement might be
most effectively given at Waseca is that of collegiate-technical training, directed toward the
preparation of semiprofessionally trained personnel;
BE IT RESOLVED THAT,
I. The Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating
C.>mmission concurs in the recommendation of the
University of Minnesota proposal which states that:

The Structure and Functions Committee of the
Higher Education Coordinating Commission met at
the Southern School of Agriculture in Waseca on
May 24, 1968, to hear discussion regarding the proposal. The minutes of that meeting were recorded
and adopted by the Commission at its regular meeting on June 28, 1968.

"the Southern School of Agriculture be phased out
in an orderly manner and that a two-year collegiate-technical program be established, such program to focus on the general needs of agriculture
and lead to the Associate in Agriculture degree."
II. Concurrence in the University recommendation
by the Minnesota Higher Education Commission im·
plies:

The following resolution, which was proposed by
the Committee on Structure and Functions, and which
takes into account the testimony presented at the
meeting of May 24 and subsequent deliberations of
this committee, was adopted by the Commission on
July 26, 1968:

A. Recognition by the Commission of the need for
programs of instruction directly relating to the
needs for additional manpower in the agricultural
industry.
B. Recognition by the Commission of the advisa·
bility of converting the present facilities of the
Southern School of Agriculture for use as a technical institute to meet the need for such agricultural
·
training.

RESOLUTION:
WHEREAS, agriculture and agricultural manu·
facturing, distribution, and service are recognized
as a major industry which is of primary importance
to the economy of Minnesota;
WHEREAS, deficiencies have been identified in
the numbers of persons being trained to meet the
manpower needs of the agricultural industry in
Minnesota;
WHEREAS, a demonstrated need for the type of
education training in agriculture which has been
provided by the Southern School of Agriculture no
longer exists because of the increased emphasis on
vocational agriculture in a growing proportion of
the secondary schools in Minnesota;
WHEREAS, the proposal of the University of
Minnesota identifies the conversion of foe Southern School of Agriculture to a collegiate-technical
institute specializing in courses related to the

C. Recognition by the Commission of the assurances of the University of Minnesota that any fu.
ture changes or recommendations for changes in
the mission of the Waseca institute or the focus of
the programs which it shall offer shall be carefully
reviewed in advance by the Commission.
D. Nothing in this action prejudges the future
possibility of recommendations from this Commission regarding the future structure of higher education in Minnesota. It is recognized that some
future recommendation may propose the assignment of the Waseca technical program and facilities to another governing board.

f
·~
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APPENDIX E
METROPOLITAN AREA STUDY

I
PROPOSED STUDY OF POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

IN THE SEVEN COUNTY METROPOLITAN AREA
study, which builds upon the Commission's general
research and planning program, of the current and
emerging needs for post-secondary education and
alternative means for meeting needs in the seven·
county metropolitan are.a of the Twin Cities, includ·
ing an assessment of the future roles and capacities of
the campuses of the University of Minnesota, the
junior colleges, area vocational-technical schools, and
private institutions of post-secondary education which
are located in the area and of the potential need for
additional public institutions to be operated by the
State College Board, the State Junior College Board,
the Board of Regents, or local school districts.

The following resolution was adopted by the Com·
mission on September 27, 1968:
WHEREAS, nearly one-half of the Minnesota res·
idents who attend Minnesota colleges and univer·
sities as undergraduate students now come from
the seven-county metropolitan area of the Twin
Cities and the number of students from this area
is increasing at a rapid rate;
WHEREAS, the complex conditions of the in·
creasingly urbanized environment have many peculiar implications for post-secondary education;
WHEREAS, the impact and capacities of junior
colleges and area vocational schools which were
recently established upon the total pattern of post·
secondary education activities in the metropolitan
area needs close assessment;
WHEREAS, the social, economic, and cultural
progress of the entire state of Minnesota is very
closely related to the effectiveness with which the
needs of the metropolitan area, which provides
economic, social, and cultural services for the en·
tire state of Minnesota, are met;

r

'
l

II. In order that the Commission will be assured of
sufficient staff and consultant services for conducting
the study in the scope and depth suggested above,
the biennial budget request of the Commission should
be increased by an amount, to be determined by the
Executive Committee, which will provide adequate
financing of the proposed study.1

BE IT RESOLVED THAT,
I. The Higher Education Coordinating Commission
shall propose to the 1969 Legislature that the Com·
mission, in cooperation with the components of Min·
nesota post-secondary education, conduct a special

1

The amount of $50JOOO was included in the bu<IJ?et request
of the Commission tor financing the proposed stucly. In subsequent action, the Commission members also voted to recom·
mend that $500,000 should be appropriated to an appropriate
agency for the purpose of developing new institutions and/or
expansion of existing institutions in the seven-county metropolitan area. (See page 20).
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APPENDIX F
PROPOSED MINNESOTA-WISCONSIN ffiGHER EDUCATION AGREEMENT
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PROPOSED MINNESOTA-WISCONSIN HIGHER EDUCATION AGREEMENT
Basic elements of the Minnesota-Wisconsin Higher
Education Reciprocity Agreement, as adopted by the
Wisconsin Coordinating Council for Higher Education
and the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating
Commission and approved by the Minnesota State
Junior College Board, State College Board, and University of Minnesota Board of Regents, are as follows:

the state which controls those institutions. A
Minnesota resident who resides in the area
specified under the agreement could attend any
Wisconsin institution which is located within
the area specified under the agreement on the
same basis as any Wisconsin resident can attend that same institution. A Wisconsin resident who resides in the area specified under
the agreement could attend any Minnesota institution which is located within the area specified under the agreement on the same basis as
any Minnesota resident can attend that same
institution. The Minnesota resident would be
required to meet those admission and performance requirements which are applicable to
Wisconsin residents, and the Wisconsin resident would be required to meet those admission and performance requirements which are
applicable to Minnesota residents. Those
charges for tuition and fees which apply to
Minnesota residents would also be applied to
the Wisconsin resident, and those charges for
tuition and fees which apply to Wisconsin residents would be applied to the Minnesota resident under the agreement.

1. Duration of the Agreement. The plan to be implemented under the agreement would be regarded as an experimental step that will provide experience to be taken into account in
formulating a permanent agreement. This
agreement will become effective at the beginning of the 1969 summer sessions of the
institutions involved and will be reviewed at
the end of the second year.

2. Scope of the Plan-Students. All undergraduate
students whose place of residence is within 35
miles of the Minnesota-Wisconsin border would
be covered by the agreemeJJt, regardless of the
program or level for which the student is enrolled or wishes to be enrolled. The sending
state would determine the residency status of
persons living in that state.

u •

·~

.

5. Magnitude of the Plan. The intent of the plan

3. Scope of the Plan-Institutions. All state-controlled, higher education institution campuses,
except vocational schools, which are located
within 35 miles of the border would be covered by the agreement without regard for type
of institution. Students attending an institution
across the state line would be permitted to
participate in this compact provided they attend an institution which is not more than 40
miles from thc::ir place of residency. The coordinating agency in the sending state would
determine the eligibility of students with regard to the distance factor.

would be to provide for an approximately equal
total number of students crossing the border in
each direction. Under this agreemeni: the total
number of Minnesota students attending Wisconsin institutions who are granted in-state residency status would equal the total number of
Wisconsin students attending Minnesota institutions. The maximum number of students to be
granted residency status would be determined
by the two state coordinating agencies on or
before January 2nd of each year. Summer
school enrollment allocations under this agreement will be determined separately from the
academic year enrollments. In the event that
the number of students wishing to attend institutions in the neighboring state should exceed
the maximum provided under the agreement,
the sending state would determine which students should be included under the arrangement. The allotment of students to each institution will be determined by the coordinating
agency of the receiving state.

4. Purpose and Nature of the Plan. The purpose
of the agreement would be to improve the
availability and accessibility of higher education opportunities for those Minesota and Wisconsin residents who are eligible. This will be
accomplished by granting entrance to institutions of the neighboring state according to the
same terms and conditions which govern entrance to those same institutions by residents of
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APPENDIX G
FACULTY SALARIES FOR PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER EDUCATION IN MINNESOTA PROJECTED
TO THE NATIONAL THIRD QUARTn.E, 1968-1971

l
.;· \!

1968-69 FACULTY SALARIES FOR PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF IDGHER EDUCATION IN
MINNESOTA COMPARED TO PROJECTIONS OF THE 1969-70 THIRD QUARTILE

OF FACULTY SALARIES NATIONALLY1

System

University of Minnesota ..••...•••.
State Colleges ........•.• •. .. ..•..
State Junior Colleges .. . ..........•

Median Salaries in
Minnesota Institutions
1968-692

Se.lary Goal
for 1969-70 Based on
Average
Pro!ected National Third Increase Required Percentage
Quartile Salary Distributions• to Achieve Goal
Increase

$11,972

$16,140

84,168

34%

9,934

13,097

3,163

32%

9,752

12,574

2,822

29%

Note: If this third quartile goal were achieved for the 1969-70 academic year, it would require an average increase of 6.73 in faculty
salaries for the thr~:;ms to maintain their positions at the third quartile. This is based upon the average of the annual increases
·es for the period 1964-65 to 1968-69.
in national faculty

1$ources: Salariea in Higher Education, 1967-881,...National Education Association and P'lanning Rqort
Minn&ota Higher Education, Minnesota Higher .l!iducation Coordinating Commission,
.

4: Professional Personnel in

ITh.e base data for this column were the 1967-68 median salaries adjusted to reflect average increases in 1968-69.
IThe University of Minnesota was com,t>ared to the catego~ of "universities with over 10,000 student.a" in the national statistics; the
state colleges were compared to "public four-year colleges' and the state junior colleges were compared to "public junior colleges".
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APPENDIX H
UBRARY RESOURCES

l

LIBRARY RESOURCES
Special appropriations totaling $3,412,500 are
needed during each of the next two biennia to upgrade the libraries of the state colleges and state
junior colleges to the minimum standards recommended by the Committee on Standards of the American Library Association. These appropriations are
needed in addition to normal support provided for
libraries from current operating expenditures. The
Commission recommends that during each of two
biennia, special appropriations in the amounts of
$2,850,000 and $562.500 should be made to the state
colleges and the state junior colleges. respectively.
A detailed explanation of the standards involved and
the procedures followed to support this recommendation appears in "Standards for College Libraries," College and Research Libraries, July 1959, pp. 274-280,
and in "Standards for Junior College Libraries," College and Research Libraries, May 1960, pp. 200-206.
An important matter of judgment should be noted
with regard to the recommendation of a goal for the
state college libraries. At this time, Commission research indicates that a goal of 300,000 volumes is appropriate. Standards suggest that the correlation be-

tween the growth of the student enrollment and the
library collection may decelerate at this level. Number
of volumes per student is at best a crude measure.
Other factors should be given greater consideration,
for example: ( 1) the extent and nature of the curriculum, ( 2) the number and character of the graduate programs. ( 3) the methods of instruction, ( 4) the
relative size of the undergraduate and the graduate
student enrollments, and (5) the need of the faculty
for advanced research materials which cannot be
met conveniently by the interlibrary loan provisions
of research libraries in the area. These factors indicate
that a goal of 300,000 volumes appears to be reasonable for Mankato State College and St. Cloud State
College. H the graduate programs of these institutions
are expanded rapidly. the rate of library growth will
need to be increased accordingly. These recommendations do not, of course, suggest maximum levels for
the library of any institution. Libraries by their very
natu:e, must grow in order to provide the essential
services for which they are established However,
rate of growth must be related to the objective of the
institution.

LIBRARY RESOURCES
STATE COLLEGE SYSTEM

LIBRARY RESOURCES
STATE JUNIOR COLLEGES

Fall 1968
F.T~E.

Institution

Enrollinentl

Bemidji ................ 4,888
Mankato .•.. . ....•.•.. 10,850
Moorhead .............. 4,866
St. Cloud . . . .. .. .. . • .. . 8,852
Southwest•.. . .... . ..... Winona . ..• . •. . .. .. .... 3,482

Volumes2

Deficiency•

88,544
212,659
104,354
209,820

146,456
87,341
155,646
90,180

81,964

108,036

Fall 1968
F.T.E.
Institution
Enrollment!
Anoka-Ramsey ..••....•• 1,612
Austin................. 962
Brainerd . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 487
Fergus Falls. . . . . . . . • • . . 538
Hibbing.... .. . . .. .. . • . . 783
Itasca............ .. ... . 569
Lakewood . ............. 1,065
Mesabi. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 761
Metropolitan. • . . • . . . . . . 880
Normandale•.... . ...... .
'
North Hennepin ..•• • ... . 1,255
Northland. . . . . . . . . . . . . • 318
Rainy River'. . . . • .. . . . .
4
Rochester .............. 1,805
Vermilion.............. 258
Willmar.. . . • . . . • . . . . . . . 657
Worthington.. . ... . . .... 664

4

600,000 X $9.47S '"' $5,682,000 + 2 = $2,850,000 (per biennium)
!Fifteen credit hours per F.T.E.

2As of June SO, 1968.
•Number of volumes needed to bring holdings up to the minimum
standards recommended by the Committee on Standards of the
American Library Association. These standards suggest the
following: 50,000 volumes as a minimum; 10,000 volumes additional for each 200 F.T.E. students over the first 600 F.T.E.
students. For the purpose of calculating the present deficiency
300,000 volumes was considered as the goal at this time if the
institution's enrollment justified that figure or a higher one.
Units of less than 200 F.T.E. students were rounded to the next
lower unit.

Volumes2
8,570
11,176
6,599
11,900
15,968
4,093
'
24,937
4,240
•
5,226
4,560

Deficiency•
16,480
8,824
13,401
8,100
4,032
15,907'
•
O
15,760
'
14,774
15,440

•

4

17,679
7,124
7,262
13,449

7,321
12,876
12,?38
e,551

150,000 X S7.5os = $1,125,000 + 2 .. $562,500 (per biennium)
!Fifteen credit hours per F.T.E.
'As of June 30, 1968.
&Number of volumes needed to bring holdings up to the minimum
standards recommended by the Committee on Standards of the
American Library Association. These standards suggest the
following: 20,000 volumes minimum; 5,000 volumes B.dditionnl
per 500 F.T.E. students over 1,000, (less than 500 F.T.E.
students not included.)
4Not included because this institution was recently opened.
&This figure represents the estimated cost per volume for purchase price only. It does not include cataloging, shelving and
staff expenses involved in processing the books.

'Not included because this institution was recently opened.

'This figure represents the average purchase price of the 106L.006
volumes acquired by the State Colleges during the 1961-68
fiscal year. It does not include cataloging, shelving and staff
expenses involved in processing the books.
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